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Copyright

Without the manufactuer’s approval, it is prohibited to copy, reprint partially or in full this manual, or translate into another language.

Limitation of Liability

The main use of this product means it is not designed to prevent fire or theft. We (The Company) will not be liable for any incidents or 

damage caused by using this product.

Videcon Ltd accepts no responsibility for typographical errors in the production of this leaflet. Product specifications are subject to 

change without notice.
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This product was tested with a UPS to satisfy EN 61000-4-11 test conditions (voltage dips and short 
interruptions test) under the EN 50130-4: 2011 standard.
The Company shall not have any responsibility for any accident or damage that may occur during the use 
of this product. For your safety, we have provided instructions about the installation, operation, cleaning 
and disassembly of the product below, please ensure you – as the installer – read these carefully and 
comply with the instructions. The warranty will be void if it is found that any of these compliances have 
been neglected.

Before installation

Comply with the following instructions to prevent a fi re, explosion, system failure or electric shock.

  Remove the power supply module before proceeding.

  Check the input voltage (AC100V–AC240V) to the power supply module before connecting it.

  Keep the product away from moisture

  Ensure that all devices connected to the product are properly earth-grounded

In operation mode

Comply with the following instructions to prevent a fi re, explosion, system failure or electric shock.

  If you need to open the cover, fi rst contact the supplier of the product

  Avoid connecting multiple devices to a single power source

  Keep the product away from excessive dust and fl ammable substances (ie: propane gas)

  Do not use with wet hands

  Ensure that the ventilation system is clear and that nothing obstructs the ventilation

  Do not use excessive force when connecting/disconnecting the power cord

Disassembly & Cleaning

  When cleaning the unit, use a dry cloth

  Do not let water, paint thinner or organic solvents come into contact with the product

  Never dismantle, repair or modify the product on your own without contacting the supplier

During installation

To prevent an accident or physical injury and to operate DVR properly, please comply with the followings:

  Secure at least 18 centimetres between the cooling fan and wall for a proper ventilation.

  Install the DVR on a fl at surface.

  Keep it away from direct sunlight and unsuitable heat sources.

While in use

  Do not apply force to or shake the unit while operating the product

  Do not move, throw away or apply excessive force to it

  Using unsupported HDD’s may cause a system failure. Please contact the supplier if you need

 further information on compatible hard disk storage drives.

Warranty is void if the any of the above are not followed.

Overv iew Safety Instruction
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Overv iewKey FeaturesOverv iew

The VHDIP range of NVR's are capable of connecting a selection of up to 16 network cameras, with 
associated alarms and audio connections. The NVR's are capable of recording at real time on all channels 
simultaneously. Playback, archive and back-up are all available in real time at up to 5MP resolution. 
Broadcasting of all the video feeds to remote monitoring devices and Alarm Receiving Centres (ARC's) 
including Immix and Sentinel, and compatible mobile devices using the Concept Pro viewing application.

 • 1080p Full HD GUI

• Display the video from up to 16 CH 1080p network camera in real time (Max 400 fps)

• Record the video from up to 16 CH 5MP network camera in a max of 5.2Mbps (Max 400 fps)

• Play up to 16 CH 1080p video in real time (Max 400 fps)

• H.264 BP/MP/HP network camera supported (BP: Baseline profi le, MP: Main profi le, HP: High profi le)

• Support PoE (for camera) for all channel – Class 2

• ‘Plug & Display’ camera connection

• Closed CCTV mode to protect the IP camera connected

• Auto notifi cation with self diagnosis (HDD S.M.A.R.T, temperature, network connection status, 

 fan error, etc.)

• Dual streaming supported for a remote display

• Auto resolution & FPS adjustment for a remote service

• External eSATA HDD supported (For Video Recording)

• Various search methods (time, event, bookmark and thumbnail)

• Mass storage backup via USB port or FTP server

• Dedicated smart phone applications that can be used with iPhone and iPad or on Android OS

• Intuitive display setup

• Instant playback and instant archive

• POS/ATM text display

• Live camera network status

• Continuous, Motion, Alarm, panic and auto confi guration record modes

• Reserved data management to prevent overwriting of crucial video

• SSC (Smart Storage Compression) to maximise HDD storage

• P2P connectivity

CAUTION

Replacing Batteries in the Remote Control
Risk of explosion if the batteries are replaced by an incorrect type. 
Dispose of used batteries according to the instructions.
Warning to Service Personnel
Double pole/neutral fusing
Ethernet Instruction
This equipment is indoor use and all the communication/video wiring are should be secured inside the 
building.
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Overv iew

1x Mouse

2x Terminal Blocks

2x Screws (For fi xing HDD)

1x User Manual

1x Adapter Cable Retainer Clip

1x Quick Guide

1x DC 12V Adaptor

(Expect 8 and 16 channel)

1x User Manual CD

2x Power Cable

(Provides only 1 for 4 and 8 Channel)

 1x 8 Channel Extension Hub

(Only for 16 Channel NVR)

1x DC 48V Adaptor

(Except VHDIP-8)

1x Remote Control & 
     Batteries (AAA x2)

Whats Included

LOGOUT

SEARCH

DISPLAY

FREEZE

PREV / NEXTSNAPSHOT

W

PRESET AF

TZOOM

ZOOM PTZ

FOCUSN F

RESERVE

KEYLOCK AUDIO

SEQ LOG

ARCHIVE SETUP ALARM

PANIC

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

+10 0 ID

EXIT MENU

ENTER
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Front Panel Overv iew

No.  Name  Description

 1  IR Remote Control Receiver Receive the signal from the remote control.

 2  USB  For connecting USB devices such as a mouse or memory stick.

 3 Status LED  Show the status of power, recording or network connection together  

  with any corresponding alarm. 4 

 4 HDD 1~5 / eSata Indicates connection status of internal/external storage devices

POWER REC NETWORK ALARM

POWER REC NETWORK ALARM

POWER REC NETWORK ALARM

HDD 1 HDD 2 HDD 3 HDD 4 HDD 5 eSATA

1

3 4

2
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Rear PanelOverv iew

No.  Name  Description

 1  CAM1~CAM4/8]  Ethernet ports used for connecting the network camera video and power.

  (Can supply power to cameras with PoE function 100W Max.)

 2  WAN(UPLINK)  Network port for connection to the Internet, router or hub.

 3 AUDIO IN  Audio in connection port.

 4 ALARM OUT  Alarm output device connection port.

 5 RS-485  Communications port for connecting peripherals such as system keyboard.

 6 Power Switch  NVR power switch.

 7  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz  NVR power input port.

 8  RS-232C  Not used.

 9 ALARM IN  Alarm input signal port.

10 AUDIO OUT  Audio out connection.

11  USB  Port for connecting USB devices. (For mouse, backup device)

12 eSATA  Connection port for external eSATA storage.

13  VGA  VGA video output terminal.

14  HD MONITOR  Port for connecting a full HD(1920x1080) supported monitor.

15  LAN(DOWNLINK)  Exclusive Port dedicated to connect the NVR Expansion Hub. (Do not connect any other device.)

16  DC 48V  Power input port for the camera (PoE compliant). Connect to a 48V adaptor.

17 DC 12V  NVR power input port. Connect to a 12V adaptor.

8CH & 16CH

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) HD MONITOR VGA eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2 CAM8CAM6CAM4

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

N
O

A
1

C
O

M
G

N
D

N
C

A
2

G
N

D
G

N
D

D
+

TX

D
-

R
X

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6

1 2 3 4 5

WAN(UPLINK)

LAN(DOWNLINK) HD MONITOReSATA

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

A1
N

O
G

N
D

C
O

M
A2

N
C

G
N

D
G

N
D

Tx
D

 +
Rx

D
 -

G
N

D
G

N
D

RS-485

RS-232

AUDIO OUT

DC 12V

AUDIO INCAM 1

CAM 2

DC 48V

CAM 3

CAM 4

MINI 4CH
1 2 3

910121516 13 14
8

17

WAN(UPLINK)

LAN(DOWNLINK) HD MONITOReSATA

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

A1
N

O
G

N
D

C
O

M
A2

N
C

G
N

D
G

N
D

Tx
D

 +
Rx

D
 -

G
N

D
G

N
D

RS-485

RS-232

AUDIO OUT

DC 12V

AUDIO INCAM 1

CAM 2

DC 48V

CAM 3

CAM 4

CAM 5

CAM 6

CAM 7

CAM 8

MINI 8CH & 16CH
1 2 4 53

8910121516 13 14 17
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OverviewRemote Control at a Glance

Power
Turn on or off  the power.

Search
Display the  search window

Archive
Display the backup window

Channel
Function as channel selection button
in live or playback mode. Or used for

entering the password.

Display
Switch the split mode

SEQ
Switch the sequence mode

Snapshot
Take a snapshot of the video

pqtu
Used to change the direction or 

adjust the play speed in playback 
mode.

Exit
Exit from the current screen and 

return to the previous screen

Enter
Select a menu item or apply your

settings.

Logout
Log out

Panic
Start the emergency recording

Alarm
Show the alarm status with a popup 
window

Setup
Display the system setup menu

ID
Set the remote contol ID

Log
Display the log list

Audio
Display the audio channel selection 
window

Keylock
Lock the operation unit

Reserve
Reserve the current video

Menu
Dislpay the tool bar on the live 
screen

pqtu
Use to move through the menus

Zoom/PTZ
Enter the PTZ or digital zoom mode 
and control the operation

The remote control will only work with the DVR if the remote control ID matches the ID programmed in the DVR.

Multiple DVRs can be controlled from one remote control, this is ideal for when there are more than one Concept Pro recorders

installed in the same place. To program the remote control to work only with a specifi ed unit, follow the instructions below: 

LOGOUT

SEARCH

DISPLAY

FREEZE

PREV / NEXTSNAPSHOT

W

PRESET AF

TZOOM

ZOOM PTZ

FOCUSN F

RESERVE

KEYLOCK AUDIO

SEQ LOG

ARCHIVE SETUP ALARM

PANIC

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

+10 0 ID

EXIT MENU

ENTER

Change the remote control ID

Press the ID button on the remote control to set the remote control ID.

1  Navigate to <MENU> <SYSTEM SETUP> <SYSTEM> <CONTROL DEVICE> 

 under Remote Controller, set the <REMOTE CONTROL LER ID> and press <APPLY>

 Double click to display the virtual keyboard and between 00 and 99.

2  Press the [ID] button on the remote control. The default remote control ID is 00.

3  Use the number buttons to provide a two-digit ID. If you want to enter ID 3, for instance, 

 enter the number 0 and 3 in sequence.

4 To reset the ID to 00, press and hold the [ID] button. To change the ID of the remote,

  repeat step 3.
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Installation Basic Layout

Precautions
To ensure recording stability only direct cable connection between camera and NVR is used.

  To extend a single camera above 100m you can use a single POE hub.

  Direct access to the IP cameras from an outside PC is strictly controlled by the NVR.

CAM1

CAM7

CAM5

CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK)

   HD MONITOR

VGA

eSATA
USB

AUDIO OUT

AUDIO IN

WAN(UPLINK)

CAM2

CAM8

CAM6

CAM4

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

N
O

A1
C

O
M

G
N

D
N

C
A2

G
N

D
G

N
D

D
+

TX
D

-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

IP Camera

INTERNET

Full HD Monitor
(HDMI or D-sub)

External eSATA
Storage

MIC

Speaker

Sensor

Alarm

Control Device

Network
attached
storage

(for backup)

CMS,
Wev viewer

Mobile Viewer
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Installation

It is recommended to use a HDMI cable to display the NVR on a 1080p monitor. This will ensure 

viewing the live cameras in the best quality available.

Power Connection
Apply power to NVR main unit, and connect the provided DC 48V power supply adaptor to the external 

PoE switch (Power Over Ethernet, for 16-channel models).

NVR power connection

Connect the provided power cord to the power inlet.

PoE Switching hub power connection

Plug the provided DC 48V adaptor in the rear power port of the Hub.

          Make connection when the power is not applied yet.

          Arrange up the cables and be careful not to peel off  the cable coating.

          Do not place the power cord under the carpet or rug. The power cord is usually 

          earth-grounded. However, even if it’s not earth-grounded, do never modify it on your own for   

          earth-grounding.

          Do not insert multiple devices in a single power socket. Otherwise, it may cause a power overload.

          For stable power supply, this product provides separate adaptors and two corresponding AC  

          cords by factory default.

          Make sure all cables are connected properly.

          Make sure the power connector and cable are connected tightly and not loose

Power Connection

Connecting to a 
monitor

CAM1

CAM2

RS-485

RS-232

D-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1

CAM2

RS-485

RS-232

D-
RX

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) HD MONITOR VGA eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2 CAM8CAM6CAM4
eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO IN

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

NO
A1

CO
M

G
ND

NC
A2

G
ND

G
ND

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO IN

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

NO
A1

CO
M

G
ND

NC
A2

G
ND

G
ND

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

IP Camera Extender Hub
(Only for 16 Channel NVR)

Power Cable

DC 48V Adapter
(Only for 16 channel NVR)

!
!
!

!
!

!
!

Power Connection
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Connecting to a network cameraInstallation

Connecting a 
camera

Connect a POE compatible IP camera to the rear [CAM1]~[CAM8], RJ45 port using CAT6 

10/100Mb Ethernet cable without requiring to use a separate power source - some cameras may 

require to be powered locally such as the AIR4526-IP, VHDSIR-870EXT-IP, etc.

With the VHDIP-16 and VHDIPM-16, the NVR requires an expansion hub to connect [CAM9 - 

CAM16], connect the [LAN DOWNLINK] port on the hub to the [UPLINK] of the NVR to invoke 

handshaking of IP cameras connected to the expansion hub, cameras 9-16.

CAM1 AUDIO IN

CAM2

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 AUDIO IN

CAM2

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) LAN (DOWNLINK) VGA eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2 CAM8CAM6CAM4

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

NO
A1

CO
M

G
ND

NC
A2

Cam 1~8 CH

Cam 9~16 CH

IP Camera Extender Hub
(Only required with VHDIP-16

 and VHDIPM-16)

          If the IP camera provides the alarm I/O port or Audio I/O port, the NVR will be able to process this  

          given that the camera has been integrated. For more details, refer to the user manual of the IP

          camera.

          The maximum distance an ethernet connection is eff ective within is, 100 meters. Any further

          distance, problems will be experienced such as loss of connection or slow video image – not real

          time. If further distance than 100 meters is required to connect the network camera to the NVR use     

          a separate PoE extender, this will allow upto another 100 meters, and so on.

          Total power consumption of the cameras cannot exceed the PoE rated capacity (main body: 95 W,

          external PoE HUB : 72 W). If it exceeds the nominal power capacity, video loss may be experienced

          or the camera may malfunction. In this case, supply power to the camera locally.

          Even if total power requirement meets PoE device’s power capacity, a camera of more than 30W

          power requirement per port cannot be used.

          Each camera’s power consumption can be checked on the network map screen, and total power 

          consumption should include the camera's maximum possible consumption with optional 

          accessories (such as IR / heater device).

!

!

!

!
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InstallationConnecting to a network camera

R  If you use a none PoE switch, the cameras will require a local power supply.

R  If you are extending the distance between the cameras and NVR using a switch, only one camera can  

 be connected.

CAM1

LAN (DOWNLINK) eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2

RS-485

RS-232

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1

LAN (DOWNLINK) eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2

RS-485

RS-232

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) LAN (DOWNLINK) VGA eSATA

WAN(UPLINK)

CAM2 CAM8CAM6CAM4

4WANRESETPWR 3 2 1

4WANRESETPWR 3 2 1

4WANRESETPWR 3 2 1

PoE (Power Supply)

PoE InjectorHub PoE (Power Supply)

Multiple Cameras

100M

100M

100M

100M 50M 50M

Connecting to IP cameras over 100m away from NVR

Extend the transfer range of the camera by connecting a POE switch or POE extender device 

between the ethernet port and the IP camera that requires the transfer of data over 100m.

  For stable operation, a dedicated communication line is established between the IP cameras and the  

 NVR. A network router or hub connection can not be used.

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

NC
A2

G
ND

G
ND

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

NC
A2

G
ND

G
ND

D+
TX

D-
RX

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) LAN (DOWNLINK) VGA eSATA

WAN(UPLINK)

CAM2 CAM8CAM6CAM4

IP Camera Hub or Router NVR
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Connecting to a network cameraInstallation

To connect the alarm input signal
Connect an alarm input device such as sensor to the rear [ALARM IN] port.

1.  Loosen the screws on both the alarm input port and [GND] port of the provided terminal block plug.

2.  Insert one end of alarm signal cable through the [A1] or [A2] terminal hole below the screw hole, and then fasten the screw.

3.  Insert the ground signal wire into the hole of the [GND] port (shown also below the screw), and tighten the screw.

4.  To remove the wire, loosen the screw and pull it out.

To connect the alarm output signal
Connect an alarm output device to the rear [ALARM OUT] port.

1.  Loosen the screws on the [NO] and [NC] ports and the [GND] port of the provided terminal block plug.

2.  Insert the alarm signal wire into the hole of the [NO] or [NC] input port (shown below the screw), and tighten the screw.

 Check the relay output type of Normal Open or Normal Close before selecting a proper type (NO or NC).

 >  NO(Normal Open) : Normally open going closed when an alarm is triggered.

 >  GND : Insert the negative/ground wire.

 >  NC(Normal Close) : Normally closed going open when an alarm is triggered.

3.   Insert the ground signal wire into the hole of the [GND] port (shown also below the screw), and tighten the screw.

4.  To remove the wire, loosen the screw and pull it out.

5.  Install the wire-connected terminal block in the rear port.

Alarm I/O 
Connection

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3 AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

ALARM OUT RS-485

N
O

C
O

M

N
C

G
N

D

D
+

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3 AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

ALARM OUT RS-485

N
O

C
O

M

N
C

G
N

D

D
+

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO IN

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

N
O

A
1

C
O

M
G

N
D

N
C

A
2

G
N

D
G

N
D

D
+

TX

D
-

R
X
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Connecting to an external device Installation

RS-485 Connection
Connect devices such as a PTZ Camera or Keyboard Controller. After connecting the control device, be sure to match the protocol 

settings between DVR and device. Make set the communication protocol settings go to <SYSTEM><CONTROL DEVICE>

1.  Use a signal cable to connect the positive RS 485 port of the terminal block plug and the positive RS-485 connection of the

 keyboard controller or PTZ camera.

2.  Connect the negative port of the terminal block plug and the negative RS-485 connection of the keyboard controller or PTZ  

 camera

3. Ensure the cable is secured properly by tightening the screws

 R  For RS-485 communication confi guration, refer to the user manual of the PTZ camera and/or keyboard

RS-232 Connection
Connect device a text-in device such as, POS or ATM, these then display a text overlay onto a live video feed of the associated

camera. After connecting the text-in device, ensure to match the protocol settings between DVR and device. To set the 

communication protocol settings go to <SYSTEM> <POS/ATM> For connection to the text-in device, you will need to refer to the 

user manual of the text-in device to get the required information.

1.  Use a signal cable to connect the positive RS-232 port of the terminal block plug and the positive RS-232 connection of the

 text-in device.

2.  Connect the negative port of the terminal block plug and the negative RS-232 connection of the text-in device.

3.  Ensure the cable is secured properly by tightening the screws and pulling gently on the cables.

Communication 
Port

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) HD MONITOR eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2

ALARM OUT RS-485

RS-232

N
O

C
O

M

N
C

G
N

D

D
+

TX

D
-

R
X

100-240V  -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

CAM1 CAM7CAM5CAM3

LAN (DOWNLINK) HD MONITOR eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO INWAN(UPLINK)

CAM2

ALARM OUT RS-485

RS-232

N
O

C
O

M

N
C

G
N

D

D
+

TX

D
-

R
X

100-240V  100-240V  100-240V -, 50/60 Hz   

ON   

OFF  

eSATA USB AUDIO OUT

AUDIO IN

ALARM OUT

ALARM IN

RS-485

RS-232

N
O

A
1

C
O

M
G

N
D

N
C

A
2

G
N

D
G

N
D

D
+

TX

D
-

R
X
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Installation Connecting to an external device

If further storage is required with the VHDIP, the total storage can be increased with the use of an 

external storage device. By adding an eSATA storage device, this connects via the eSATA port on the 

rear of the NVR.

 R  Using devices other than recommend eSATA products may cuase a serious problem.  

  Contact your supplier for compatible devices.

The use of the USB ports are to connect USB storage devices and USB mouse. The mouse is 

provided and it used to control the NVR’s interface. backup recorded footage from the NVR onto a 

portable storage device, such as a USB memory stick or a USB external storage device. USB storage 

devices can also save snapshots, fi rmware updates and exporting/importing system settings.

eSATA Storage

USB Device

  If you need to connect an external hard drive with a high power consumption, it is recommended to  

 use a separate power source

External HDD
(for backup only)

USB Storage Device Mouse

Connect audio devices such as speaker, amplifi er or a listening device (microphone). Using audio cable 

with phono (RCA) connections connected to the audio input channels and/or audio output channel on the 

rear of the DVR. This allows for the recording of audio on site with the cameras or nearby and also allows 

communication to the camera in terms of broadcasting audio through horns installed on site.

1.  Take the audio cable from the device and using a phono connector input that into the necessary   

 audio input or audio output port on the rear of the VHDIP.

To record the audio, audio will need to be turned on in the record setup.

1.  <MENU> <RECORD SETUP> Select the recording type (Continuous / Motion / Alarm).

2.  Highlight the time bar at the top of the window, to select the time to apply audio recording.

3.  A window will pop up, select to turn on audio recording for the channels associated with audio input. 

4.  Finally go to <SYSTEM SETUP> <AUDIO>, confi gure these settings as the system is setup.

Audio Device 
Connection
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Network Connection Installation

Network 
Connection

PC connection in the local network (LAN)
To connect a PC/Laptop to the NVR on the same network.

1.  Connect the [WAN (UPLINK)] port in the rear panel to the router or hub.

2.  Connect the local PC to the router or hub.

3.  Enter the IP address in the address bar (Internet Explorer web browser) of the local PC or on iPIMS. 

 (Ex : http://192.168.0.23:8080) The web service port is set to 8080 by default. From the Network   

 Setup screen, the network ports are confi gurable.

4.  Provide the ID and password before logging in. Then, you can view the monitoring screen.

 Access ID (factory default) : ADMIN, P/W : 1234.

   For security purposes, change the password after installation of the product for the fi rst time after  

  purchasing it.
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Network ConnectionInstallation

PC connection from a remote network
To connect to the NVR from a remote location. This allows the remote monitoring of the live video at CIF resolution. This video 

stream can be broadcast to a computer or to a mobile device using the Concept Pro application.

1.  Connect the [WAN (UPLINK)] port in the rear panel to the router.

2.  Connect the [WAN (UPLINK)] port of the router directly to the fi xed LAN port, 

 or connect it to the router.

3.  If using the router, confi gure the port forwarding and enter the DDNS address in the address bar (web  

 browser) of the remote PC, or of the dedicated software program or mobile phone.

 For the IP and DDNS address settings, refer to “Network Setup”. (page 39)

4.  If the MAC address of the NVR is 00-11-5F-12-34-56 and the web port number is 8080, enter   

 “http://00115f123456.dvrlink.net:8080” in the address bar of the web browser.

 If you have renamed DDNS as “mydvr” for example, you can connect using 

 “http://mydvr.dvrlink.net:8080”
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Log-in / Log-out Getting 
Started

Start
1.  Connect the power adaptor to the VHDIP recorder

  !  Make connection when the power is not switched on.

2.  Turn on the power switch in the rear panel of NVR. The front LED turns  

 on, after a few seconds there is a ‘bleep’ and the logo screen appears

3.  When the booting process is completed, you will be presented with the  

 live screen and prompted log in

Log Out
To prevent unauthorized access, it is recommended to log out when 

 you leave the screen.

 R  Move the cursor near to bottom of the screen to display the   

  menu bar.

1.  In the live screen, click <MENU> in the bottom left corner of the screen  

 then select <LOG OUT>, or press the [LOGOUT] button on the remote  

 control.

2.  Access to SEARCH / ARCHIVING / SYSTEM SETUP / RECORD SETUP  

 / SHUTDOWN will be restricted

Log In
After start up is complete, the operator must log on to the system.

1.  When the system starts, the login screen will appear.

2.  Select a user and provide the password.

 The default ID is  “ADMIN” and the default password is “1234”.

3.   Click <OK>.

 If the login information is correct and valid, you will see the

 live screen.

!  For security purposes, it is recommended that you change the   

 password.
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Log-in / Log-outGetting 
Started

System Shutdown
1.  In the monitoring screen, click <Menu> in the bottom left

 corner of the screen to <SHUTDOWN> the system, or

 press the [POWER] button on the remote control.

2.  Use the virtual keyboard to enter the password.

3.  Turn off  the power switch in the rear panel.

 !   Do not turn off  the system in any other way such as

  removing the power cord while the system is in operation.  This  

  may cause data loss and shorten the life of the disk.
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Live Screen at a glance Getting 
Started

The live screen consists of four functions: live video window, status bar, timeline zone and quick menu

Icons used in the live video windows.

ITEM  Description

Camera ID  Show the camera ID.

Record Mode Icons Displayed if an event recording is reserved.

  Display if continuous recording is active

  Display if a motion event recording is active.

  Display if an alarm recording is active. 

  Display if emergency recording is active.

Audio I/O Icons Displays if the audio signal of the connected camera is operational.

  Displays if the audio out is operating on the connected cameras via the microphone.

Motion Detection Icon  Displays if motion detection is active.

Video Window

Video Window Quick Menu

Timeline

Status Bar
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Press the q button on the remote control, or place the mouse in the lower area of the screen to display the status bar.

ITEM  Description

Menu Button  Select ‘System Setup’, ‘Search’ or ‘Backup’ from this option.

User ID  Shows the ‘name’ of the user logged in.

Screen Control Buttons Set the status bar to hide or to fi x the status bar on all the time. 

  Select a live video split screen mode.

  Set a sequence of the live video displays.

  Display or hide the OSD menu on the screen.

PTZ   Enter the PTZ interface.

Zoom   Enter the digital zoom interface.

Quick Log  Pops up a list of recent system and recording events.

Audio Channel Selection Button  Turns audio listening on (Requires audio input from camera).

Microphone Channel Selection Button Turn audio send ‘on’ (Requires audio out on camera) and a microphone.

Panic Record  Start/stop the panic recording.

Alarm Indicator  Flashes when an event is occuring. Click the icon to pop up all the current alarms.

Network Connection Status Displays the number of remote connections to the VDHIP

Disk Space Displays the current state of the hard drives 

Date & Time  Displays the current time and date.

Live Screen at a glanceGetting 
Started

Status Bar
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Press the u button on the remote control or move the cursor to the right of the screen to display the timeline.
Double-click the timeline to move to the video screen. Drag and drop it to make backup or event search for the specifi ed area.

Using a USB mouse right click the desired channel

ITEM  Description

Timeline Date  Display the date of the current timeline. Click this to select a desired date of the timeline.

Navigate Timeline Zoom in and out of the timeline for a more or less accurate time frame.

Navigation Timeline 

Timeline Bar Display the recording data. The colour of each bar indicates the following:

    Green : Continuous Recording

    Red : Alarm Recording

    Blue : Motion Recording

    Yellow: Panic Recording

Timeline

Quick Menu

Live Screen at a glance Getting 
Started

ITEM  Description

Channel Name  Display the number or the name of the channel selected.

Playback  Play footage from a choice of 10/20/30 seconds.

Zoom   Enter digital zoom interface for selected channel.

Snapshot Capture a snapshot of the current video with option to save.

Audio ON/OFF  Turn on or off  the audio for the selected channel.

Mic ON/OFF  Turn on or off  the microphone for the selected channel.

ONE PUSH  Automatically adjusts the focus, of the camera. (Requires a supported camera)

CAM Change Assign the selected camera to another channel position

01-01-2013

01-01-2013

01-01-2013

01-01-2013

Scroll through the displayed time by using the wheel of the mouse
or the arrows on screen.
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Live Screen at a glanceGetting 
Started

Selecting a split mode
Click a desired split mode from 1, 4, 9, 16, 6 and 8 split

screen. Or press the [DISPLAY ] button on the remote

control until a desired split mode is displayed.

 R  VHDIPM-4 only supports 1 and 4 split screen mode

 R  VHDIP-8 and VHDIPM-8 only supports 1, 4, 6, 8 and 9 split   

  screen modes.

Auto sequence
Click the Sequence button in the status bar, or press the

[SEQ] button on the remote control to perform the specifi ed

sequence mode.

Confi gure the sequence settings in <SEQUENCE>

Using the status bar in the live mode

Changing video stream position with Cam Change
Channels can be reassigned their position using the CAM Change feature from the status bar. This allows the user to confi gure the live 
display of video streams to exactly how they would like the video to be viewed. Right click the mouse on the chosen channel, select 
[CAM CHANGE] then choose the channel from the drop down list to swap the live video positions. Alternatively, click and drag the live 
video and drop it where it is required. This will swap the channels such as CAM2 and CAM11. CAM11 will display in CAM2 position.
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Controlling PTZ
Enter the PTZ interface to control connected PTZ cameras.

Use the mouse to click PTZ button on the status bar, or

press the [PTZ] button of the remote control to open the interface on screen.

In PTZ mode, use buttons on the screen to control PTZ or

use [ZOOM], [FOCUS] and [PRESET] buttons of the remote control.

Select Preset

Zoom/Focus/
Iris Adjustment

Record/Mic

Pan/TiltSCAN/
TOUR 
Settings

Live Screen at a glance Getting 
Started
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Pan/Tilt Control
Use the mouse to control the camera in the direction of up/ down/left/right.

Use the [pqtu] buttons of the remote to pan and tilt.

Zoom / Focus Control
Control the cameras lens for focus, zoom and iris adjustment.

  Click <ONE PUSH FOCUS> button to adjust the camera’s

 focus automatically. (Requires a compatible camera)

  With the remote control use the [ZOOM] and [FOCUS] button

1. To change the individual PTZ setting click <PROPERTY> (for auto focus,  

 auto IRIS, pan/tilt speed,zoom speed, focusing speed, iris speed).

 R  Depending on the PTZ camera manufacturer and model,

  some of the PTZ properties may not be supported..

 > CH : Selects the channel of the NVR.

 > PRESET (No. / Name) : Confi gure the preset

  number and name.

 R  Up to 255 presets can be selected for a PTZ camera, while

  up to 16 presets can be registered to one NVR.

2. Control the Camera’s PTZ while watching the video. Press the <SET>  

 button to append the preset.

 > Click the [GO TO] icon to move to the camera to that preset.

 > Click Delete icon to delete the selected preset.

 R  PRESET: List of remember presets for that channel, use this to  

  invoke presets.

23

Live Screen at a glanceGetting 
Started
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Scan / Tour
1. Select <SCAN> and click the <ON> button.

2. Click the <    > icon.

3. Select a user-defi ned preset and register it.

 > DWELL : Sets the dwell time of 00 seconds before

  moving to the next preset location.

 R  <SCAN> function patrols two preset positions at the specifi ed

  speed and interval for constant monitoring.

4. Select <TOUR> and click the <ON> button.

5. Click the <     > icon.

6. Select a user-defi ned preset and register it.

 > DWELL: Sets the dwell time of 00 seconds before

  moving to the next preset location.

 R  <TOUR> function patrols multiple presets in order 

  (PRESET 1 ; PRESET 2 ; PRESET 3 ;…) for automated 

  patrolling monitoring.

24

Live Screen at a glance Getting 
Started
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Digital Zooming
Digital zooming allow the users to zoom in on an area of interest to gain a 

better view. Zooming will enlarge an area of the video that the user controls 

on the selected channel. Recording is not aff ected.

If no channel is selected, CAM1 is default.

1. Select the zoom button in the status bar or move the cursor to   

 the desire channel then right click to display the quick menu and select  

 <ZOOM> or press [ZOOM] on the remote control.

2. To move the zoom area, click and drag the yellow box and use the   

 buttons to control the zoom level.

 >      Select a channel to zoom in/out.

 > Zoom out the current image.

 > Enlarge the current image.

 >    Zoom Box Move the yellow box to select the area of interest.

 > Exit the zooming screen and return to the live display.

To check the event log
View the most recent logs recorded by the VHDIP for a quick glance at what 

the NVR has been recording.

1. Click Log        to display the “EVENT LOG” window.

 The log list is dispalyed with the most recent at the top.

2. Double-click a desired log to display the event video.

To select an audio input channel
Select a channel from which the audio signal will be associated with:

 > Click Audio

 > CHANNEL : Produces the selected channels audio, regardless of  

  the split screen mode.

 > LINK TO FULL SCREEN : When switching the NVR

  display mode to view one channel (Single Split), the audio will be  

  played.

 !     Requires connecting audio output device.

25
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To select an audio output channel
Select the audio output from a connected microphone by clicking

To check the alarm status
Monitor the state of the NVR alarms using the [ALARM STATUS]

Click <OK> to close the window.

To check the network status
Monitor the state of the network of the NVR, including connected camera 

information and IP settings.

Click <OK> to close the window.

 R  For more information, refer to “Network Status”.

26
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To check the disk status
The user can check the status and information of connected storage devices 

connected to the system, select

Click <OK> to close the window.

For more information, refer to “Disk Information”.

Saving captured snapshots
The snapshot function allows the user to cpature a still image of the current 

live video footage, then save or export the image.

1. First, select a channel by moving the cursor to it. Right click to

 access the quick menu, select  <SNAPSHOT > or press the   

 [SNAPSHOT] button of the remote control. 

Options displayed are ‘Export’ or ‘Reserve’ this jpeg.  

2. Connect a USB storage device, and click <EXPORT>.

 To save the captured image to the internal storage, press the 

 <RESERVE> button.

 R  Saved image can be found in the “Archiving > Reserved

  data management” and can be backed up at a later date.

3. Enter the <TAG NAME> and <MEMO> and press <BURN> or 

 <ERASE & BURN> button.

 > A progress bar appears and indicates the progress of

  exporting to storage device.

 > BURN : Snapshot is stored in the connected USB

  storage device.

 > ERASE & BURN : Deletes all fi les in the connected USB storage  

  and then saves the snapshot.

 ! Note that <ERASE & BURN> option erases all data in the USB  

  storage device and will not be restored once deleted.

27
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How to use the mouse

How to use the remote control - First Method

How to use the remote control - Second Method

ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTERENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

28
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Camera Title
Edit the camera name displayed on the screen.

1.  From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <CAMERA>, select <CAMERA TITLE>.

2.  Use the [pqtu / ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to select a channel that you want to rename.

 Then double-click the curent camera title from the top left   

 of each camera on this page.

 R  Up to 12 alphanumeric letters can be entered.

Confi gure the display settings of the: camera settings, image setup, covert 

setup, motion sensor, PTZ settings, privacy mask.

3.  On the virtual keyboard appears, enter the desired name using the   

 characters and then press <OK>.

 ! The [SHIFT] key toggles the case sensitivity.

4.  To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

5.  When fi nished, press the [EXIT] button on the remote

 control or click <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to

 the previous menu.

Camera SettingSystem 
Settings

29
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Camera Setup
Adjust the brightness, contrast, colour and quality for each channel.

1.  From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <CAMERA>, select <CAMERA SETUP>.

2.  Use the [pqtu /ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to set each option of the camera setup menu.

 > IMAGE SETTINGS: Allows confi guration of image capturing setup  

  for the camera connected.

 > EXPOSURE: Controls the camera’s exposure levels to ambient  

  lighting conditions.

 > STREAM SETUP: Set the camera’s bit rate, resolution and other  

  properties.

 > DIRECT CONFIGURE: Connects to the IP camera via web to   

  program directly.

 > COPY SETTING TO: Apply the settings to the cameras on diff erent  

  channels.

 > POE POWER OFF: Choose to turn the power off  for a camera if it  

  POE is required.

3.  To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Direct Confi guration
This function stops the NVR from recording and becomes an internet pass 

through to the camera so that it can be confi gured within its own menu to 

suit the install location.

For cameras not supporting direct confi guration over web, use the computer 

connected to the camera to confi gure it.

1.  Select <DIRECT CONFIGURE> from the <CAMERA SETUP>.

2.  Press the <START> button to display a popup message.

 Recording stops for the corresponding channel during confi guration of

 the camera.

Camera Setting System 
Settings
System 
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Covert Setup
Hide the camera video so that a specifi c user or user group can not view it. 

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <CAMERA>, select <COVERT SETUP>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to select a covert channel(s) from a specifi c user group.

 > ADMIN, MANAGER, USER : Set them to <ON>.

  The selected channel will be covert from the applicable user   

  account.

 > LOG OUT : Set it to <ON>. When the user logs out, the current  

  channel will be set to a covert channel.

 > SHOW AS : Sets how to display video of the <COVERT   

  CHANNEL> channel.

 NO VIDEO : Displays as though there is no video on the channel.

 COVERT : Dispalys ‘COVERT’on the the Live screen.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

 R  To change the covert settings from user group to user, move to  

  the <USER> menu and make necessary changes.

Motion Sensor
Set the motion sensor of the camera so that the VHDIP knows to detect 

motion events (requires compatible camera).

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <CAMERA>, select <MOTION SENSOR>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

or use the mouse to specify the use of each option item.

 > ACTIVATION : Set whether to activate motion sensor of the   

  camera channel.

 > MOTION MARK : Set to <ON> to display motion

  detection indicator on the corresponding channel’s video.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Motion Area Setup
Setting the motion area may diff er depending on the camera model. 

(Requires a compatible camera)

1. Click <AREA SETUP> to move to the motion area setup screen.

2. Select a channel to defi ne a motion detection area.

3. Use the arrow buttons to move to a desired block and press

 [ENTER]. The area setup will begin.

 Then, use the arrow buttons to specify the area.

 Alternatively, use the drag-and-drop method to

 specify or release the area using a mouse.

4. Select the specifi ed area again, it will be released.

5. Set the channel’s detection period for day and night, sensitivity,   

 minimum number of blocks and interval.

 > DAYTIME : specify the time period that will be considered as   

  daytime.

 > SENSITIVITY : Sets the sensitivity level for detection during the 

  day time or night time. The higher the level, the higher the   

   detection sensitivity.

 > MIN BLOCK : 1(High) ~ 10(Low) - The lower the number is, the  

  higher the sensitivity level becomes.

 > INTERVAL : A detected motion may trigger events continuously;  

  set the interval to ignore such unnecessary trailing events.

 > SELECT ALL : Select all area as motion detect area.

 > DESELECT ALL : Deselect all selected area.

 R  Images recorded in a low contrast scene such as at night cause  

  severe noise, triggering the motion event too often.

 R  If this is the case, reduce the nighttime sensitivity to a degree.

! The above options such as <SENSITIVITY> and <MINIMUM BLOCKS>  

 and how to set the motion area may be restricted depending on the

 specifi cation of the connected camera.
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PTZ Settings
Set the camera ID, protocol, baud rate and data transmission speed for 

each channel.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <CAMERA>, select <PTZ SETUP>.

2. Use [pqtu/ENTER] buttons of the remote control

 or mouse to set the address (ID), protocol and data

 transmission speed for each channel.

 > RS-485 : Manually confi gure RS-485 communication connection  

  to the pan/tilt base of IP Box type camera or motorized zoom lens.

  Tick the RS485 box to enable programming of <ID <PROTOCOL>  

  and <BAUD RATE >.

 R  IP cameras are able to transfer PTZ signal over the network.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

 Once clicked <APPLY > button after changing settings, a restarting  

 message pops up. Click <Yes> to restart the system automatically.

4.  Once the setup is complete, press the [EXIT] button of the remote   

 control or click <CLOSE> button on the bottom to display

 a confi rmation dialogue. Click <CANCEL> to return to the previous  

 menu disgarding all changes.

Enabling Privacy Mask
For privacy purposes, the VHDIP will block an area of the camera image so 

that it is not recorded.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> <CAMERA>, select <PRIVACY MASK>.

2. Use arrows on the remote or the mouse to set channels enabled, mask  

 colour and its area.

 > ACTIVATION : Turns on or off  the ability to set a privacy mask.

 > MASK COLOR : Select the colour of the masked area, which will  

  be displayed.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous

Setting the Privacy Mask Area
Go to the <AREA SETUP> tab to enter the interface to set the mask.

Using the remote control navigate to the channel selection, press [SELECT] 

to begin area setup then use the arrow keys to set the masking area. 

Using the mouse click and drag over the video stream to set the mask or 

cancel it. Selecting the masked area again will deselect any of the previously 

selected boxes.
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Installation Mode
From this section of the NVR the user can choose to set the VHDIP in a 

closed network or to advanced network. 

Go to <SYSTEM SETUP> <CAMERA> <INSTALLATION MODE> using 

the remote control or the mouse to select either CCTV Mode (default and 

recommended) and Advanced Mode.

! Setting the NVR to advanced mode allows access to all ports including  

 the cameras connection port from the external network. With that

 the cameras network video transfer quality will be aff ected by the

 relevant network devices on the existing network

!  CCTV Mode is set for camera installation mode by default and both  

 VHDIP and optional hub (For 16ch) support the plug and play function.  

 (It is not possible to use CCTV mode and Advance Mode at once).

! When VHDIP-16 or VHDIPM-16 is set to Advanced CCTV, only the   

 power is supplied to the 8 cameras connected by the NVR.

 Apply the changes, click <APPLY> at the bottom of the screen.

 If the system is changing from CCTV to Advanced or Advanced to   

 CCTV Mode the VHDIP will need to restart.

Confi guring Camera in Advanced CCTV Mode
Setting the VHDIP to <OPEN MODE (Advanced)> will restart the NVR if 

changing from CCTV Mode.

Go to <MENU> <CAMERA> <CAMERA INSTALLATION> this lists all the 

connected network cameras. To add camera’s press [CAMERA ADD/

DELETE]. The VHDIP will automatically search for cameras on the local 

network, or specify a known IP address to confi gure the camera, do this 

by selecting <SPECIFIC IP / HOST NAME>. Assign a channel number to 

cameras from the network search results; use the IP camera confi guration 

button to enter camera information. When fi nished click <CLOSE> and in the 

bottom corner of the screen to return to the previous menu.

NOTE: When the VHDIP is set to OPEN Mode (Advanced) this becomes a 

network device and any issues relating to the NVR, IP cameras and network 

devices are the responsibility of the network installer/administrator. 

! All the IP cameras will need to be confi gured and assigned static IP  

 addresses individually by the cctv installer or network administrator.

 If the IP addresses aren’t assigned to the network infrastructure then  

 this can be problematic and it is the responsibility of the installer or   

 network administrator.
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OSD
Confi gure the settings for the time, title, boundary, icon and language that 

will be displayed on the screen.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <DISPLAY >, select <OSD>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

  or use the mouse to set each option of the OSD item.

 > CAMERA TITLE : Display camera title ‘ON/OFF’.

 > RECORDING MODE ICON : Display ‘ON/OFF’.

 > AUDIO ICON : Display audio icon ‘ON/OFF’.

 > STATUS BAR ON FULL SCREEN MODE : select to

  show or hide the status bar in full screen mode.

   AUTO HIDE : Status bar will appear when the cursor is moved to  

  the bottom of the screen.

  ALWAYS ON : The status bar will be displayed at all times.

  5 SEC ~1 MIN : If no cursor movement is detected (from 5   

  seconds to 1 minute) the status bar will disappear.

 > TIMELINE ON FULL SCREEN MODE : select to show or hide the  

  timeline in full screen mode.

   AUTO HIDE : The timeline bar will appear when the cursor is  

  moved to the bottom of the screen.

  ALWAYS ON : The timeline will be displayed at all times.

  ALWAYS OFF : The timeline will not be displayed.

 > BORDER LINE : Border ‘ON/OFF’.

 > BORDER COLOUR : select a colour for the border.

 > USER NAME : Display current user ‘ON/OFF’.

 > LANGUAGE : select a menu display language.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Confi gure the on screen display of the camera and record information, POS 

settings and display behaviours. 

Display SettingsSystem 
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Monitor
Alter the display settings the VHDIP communicates with the connected 

monitor, set display resolution and delay between sequences.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <DISPLAY >, select <MONITOR>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to set a sequence interval for auto mode to 1 through  

 60 seconds.

3. The resolution display is set by controlling the output the NVR

 >  AUTO: Automatically sets the maximum resolution compatible with  

 the monitor.

4. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

5. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote

 control or click <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous  

 menu.

Sequence
Program what the NVR displays when a sequence is initiated. Set the split 

screen and which channels are cycled through.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <DISPLAY >, select <SEQUENCE>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to add a sequence or change the settings of the   

 existing sequence.

 > ACTIVATION : Only one sequence is available at any one time.

 > ADD : Create a new sequence.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY >at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

To add a sequence
1. Click <ADD> at the bottom of the screen.

2. When the “ADD” window appears, enter a title using the virtual   

 keyboard.

3. Enter the name of the sequence and click <SAVE >.

Display Settings System 
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To add a sequence continued
4. When the “ADD VIEW TYPE” dialogue box appears, click <ADD VIEW  

 TYPE>.

5.  When the “SEQUENCE SETUP” window appears, select a split mode  

 that you want to add from <VIEW TYPE>.

6.  If the selected split mode is displayed on “VIEW CONFIGURE”, use the

 arrow buttons to navigate the channels until the desired channels   

 displayed are selected.

7.  Click <CONFIRM>.

 The set sequence mode is confi rmed and will be added

 to the Add Sequence list in order

8. When done, click <CLOSE> in the bottom of the screen.

 After the sequence type is saved, you will return to the previous screen.

9 . Right click the sequence split screen to modify or delete it from the  

 “ADD VIEW TYPE” window.

To edit a sequence
1. Click the <EDIT> button on the right side of listed Sequence to be   

 edited.

2. The “EDIT” window appears.

3. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to edit the selected sequence.

 > SEQUENCE TITLE : a name for the sequence.

 > ACTIVATION : set which sequence is active.

 > MODIFY : change the displays of the sequence mode.

 > DELETE : delete the selected sequence list.

 > CANCEL : cancel the changes.

4. Pressing the <MODIFY> button will display the Edit Sequence window.

5. To change the existing settings, select a split screen to edit and

 right-click to display “ADD VIEW TYPE” window. 

 Then, select <MODIFY>.

6. When fi nished, click <CLOSE> to close the window.

7. To apply your changes, click <APPLY >.
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POS/ATM
Set the display setting for the text-in device connected to the NVR. For

connect information, see Menu > System > POS/ATM.

1. Go to <DISPLAY> <POS/ATM>.

2. Use the arrow keys on the remote control or use the mouse to change

 the POS/ATM display settings.

3. Display Mode: confi gure where the text overlay will be displayed on

 screen.

 > Off  – nothing displayed on screen. Not recommended if the text

  overlay is to be viewed.

 > Both – text overlay is displayed on both live and archived

  footage.

 > Live – text overlay only displayed on live video.

 > Playback – text overlay only displayed in playback.

4. Position: confi gure where the text overlay in displayed over a

 camera feed – left or right side of the screen.

5. Font Size: Select the size of the font for the text overlay – s mall,

 medium, large. This only applies to single split screen mode.

6. Font colour: Colour of the text overlay characters.

7. Dwell time: Set how long the text overlay footage will be displayed.

 > Until Next – leave the text on screen until the next set of data

  are input.

 > 1~60 seconds – specify the length of time to display the data.

 > Scroll Type: Set the type of scrolling for the screen.

 > Clear - display the screen without scrolling.

 > Roll up – display the text overlay in a roll up scrolling manner.

 > Highlight text: Select to colour code certain keywords to make

  searching playback easier.

8. Exclude text: Select to exclude certain words that should not appear on

 the screen.

9. Apply the changes by clicking <APPLY> at the bottom of the screen

10. When fi nished, press [EXIT] on the remote control or click <CLOSE>

 next to the <APPLY> button.
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Audio
Set what the VHDIP does with the audio received from the sources and set 

the audio channel.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <AUDIO>, select <AUDIO>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to select an item that you want to edit.

 > DEFAULT LIVE AUDIO CHANNEL : Select the audio channel that  

  will broadcast as default over any other audio signal.

 > NETWORK AUDIO TRANSMISSION : Turn on the network   

  transmission to broadcast audio to a remote computer.

 > RECEIVE NETWORK AUDIO : Turn on to receive audio being   

  transmitted from a remote computer.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Buzzer Output
Confi gure the buzzer to sound when the remote control or keypad buttons 

are pressed.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <AUDIO>, select <BUZZER>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to select an item that you want to edit.

 > REMOTE CONTROLLER BEEP : Set the buzzer on or off  for when  

  the VHDIP receives signal from the remote control.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Confi gure the audio setting for the VHDIP from setting the audio to be 

recorded to broadcasting over a network. The noise associated with using 

the remote control can be set as well.

Audio SettingsSystem 
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Management
Create and maintain user accounts. Set password, covert channels,

authority level and associated email address.

1. Go to <USER> <MANAGEMENT>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to add a user account or select an item.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

To add a user account
1. Click <ADD> in the bottom of the screen.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control and move to a desired  

 item. Then, press [ENTER] to select the item.

 > USER ID : enter the user ID using the virtual keyboard.

 > PASSWORD : With the virtual keyboard, enter the password.

 > GROUP : From <ADMIN>, <MANAGER> and <USER>, select an  

  authority level.

 > EMAIL : Enter the email address in which you will receive   

  notifi cation of an event if it occurs.

 > EMAIL NOTIFY : Set email notifi cations to on or off .

 > COVERT CHANNEL : Set the covert channels for the user.

3. When done, click <OK>.

 The added user account will be listed.

The User Management settings allow control and creation of users for the 

VHDIP. To access, go to <MENU> <SYSTEM SETUP> <USER>.
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To edit the user account information
To edit previously created user manuals.

1. From the list of users, select a user account to edit and click <EDIT>  

 next to it.

2. From the Edit window, make necessary changes and click <OK>.

3. To delete the user account, click <DELETE>.

 The <ADMIN> account can not be changed or edited.

Group Authority
Assign permission for each user group. 

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <USER>, select <GROUP AUTHORITY>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the

 mouse to set the permissions for both <MANAGER> and <USER>

 groups:

 > SEARCH : Set the permissions for the Search interface.

 > ARCHIVING : Set the permissions for the archive interface.

 > SYSTEM SETUP : Set the permissions for the System Setup. 

 > RECORD SETUP : Set the permissions for the Record Setup.

 > EVENT ACTION CONTROL : Set the permissions of the output if

  an alarm occurs.

 > LISTEN TO AUDIO : Set the permissions to listen to the audio.

 > MICROPHONE : Set the permissions to broadcasting audio.

 > REMOTE LOG IN : Set the permissions for remote access to the

  VHDIP.

 > SHUTDOWN : Set the permissions for shutting down the NVR.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu
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To confi gure the network settings of the VHDIP go to <MENU> <SYSTEM 

SETUP> <NETWORK>. Within the settings the DVR can be

confi gured for remote viewing and monitoring.

IP Setup
Edit the IP address related properties and remote service port of the NVR.
1.  Go to <NETWORK>, select <IP SETUP>.
2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  
 mouse to specify each item of the network settings.
 > DHCP: This allows the DVR to automatically receive the network  
   settings from the router. 

 R  For DHCP to take aff ect, the NVR should be connected to a
   network environment such as router that provides a DHCP   
   service.
! When making changes to the IP Address you will lose connection to  
 the IP camera momentarily.  It is recommended to use a fi xed IP for  
  stable network connection.
 > RENEW : The network server restarts and is assigned a new IP  
   address from the DHCP server.
 > IP ADDRESS : If DHCP is not being used the IP address can be  
   manually set.
 > GATEWAY : provide the gateway address of the network.
 > SUBNET MASK : provide the subnet mask address of the   
   network. 
 > 1ST DNS SERVER : enter the address of the primary DNS server. 
 > 2ND DNS SERVER : enter the address of the secondary DNS  
   server.
 > RTSP SERVICE PORT : port number that the remote client   
   receives the video from.
 > WEB SERVICE PORT : port number used for connecting to the  
   NVR with the web browser.
 > PORT FORWARDING : For remote access a router must be   
   connected, the router will need to have the WEB and RTSP port  
   forwarded. The VHDIP can automatically set the port forwarding  
   by clicking “AUTO PORT FORWARDING” button. For this function  
   to work the router must support UPNP. If it does not, the port  
   forwarding will have to be done manually. 
   Contact the network administrator for further information on this.
 > DELETE PORT : release the port forwarding settings for the router.
 > MAX TX SPEED : Limit the network transfer rate to a remote client.
   The video signal may be transferred at a less rate than specifi ed,  
   which depends on the strength of the network connection.
3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.
4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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DDNS

! Set the DDNS setings so that remote users can connect without the  

 need for an IP address.

1.  Go to <NETWORK> select <DDNS>.

2.  Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to specify the use of DDNS.

 > DDNS : Turn DDNS on or off .

 > DDNS SERVER : select the preferred DDNS host server.

 > NVR NAME : Enter the name of the NVR that you want to use as  

  DDNS.

 > DDNS REGISTRATION TEST : Check if the <NVR NAME> can  

  be set as DDNS. If there is a duplicate name in the server, the  

  registration will fail. If this is the case, change the <NVR NAME>  

  and re-test to check if the new name is available.

 > USER NAME : Relating to account information of the DDNS server  

  - not required with ‘dvrlink.net’

 > PASSWORD : Relating to account information of the DDNS server  

  - not required with ‘dvrlink.net’

 > NVR ADDRESS : The DDNS address will be displayed here.

 > DDNS CONNECTION TEST : Perform a connection test to   

  check if DDNS is correctly registered.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu. 
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Email
Enter up to two email addresses that will receive email notifi cation when an 

event is triggered. To confi gure the events to send email notifi cations, go to 

<EVENT> <EVENT NOTIFICATION>.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <NETWORK>, select <EMAIL>.

2.  Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to specify the use of email and select a server.

 >  SERVER : Set up the SMTP server.

  Set the mail server that will be used for notifi cation to the NVR.

  Use the virtual keyboard to enter your mail server.

 > PORT : Enter the email server port.

 > SECURITY : If it is set to <ON>, the email will be transferred to a

  server that does not support SSL.

 > USER : Provide the email account (ID) of the sender.

 > PASSWORD : Provide the password of the sender.

 > TEST EMAIL ADDRESS : Enter an email address for the test   

  purpose.

 > TEST : Enter an email address for the test purpose.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

NOTE: A user must be entered for the mail function to operate correctly. 

The username must not contain spaces.
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Network Status
From the network map screen, monitor the internet connection status and IP 

camera connection status, and the details of the IP cameras.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <NETWORK>, select 

 <NETWORK STATUS>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to select one between <NETWORK MAP> and 

 <DETAIL STATUS>.

Network Map
 > IP ADDRESS : Indicates the internal IP address of the VHDIP.

 > MAC ADDRESS :Indicates the MAC address.

 > DDNS ADDRESS : Indicates the DDNS address.

 > RTSP SERVICE PORT : Indicates the network port of the video  

   service.

  > WEB SERVICE PORT : Indicates the web service network port.

   For remote monitoring, port forwarding must be correctly set on  

   the router.

 > DDNS UPDATE STATUS : Shows when the DDNS address was  

   last updated. Press <     > to refresh.

 > EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS : Shows the public IP address of the  

   network. The VHDIP can be accessed with the web browser:  

   “http://<External IP Address>:<Web Service Port>”.

   The IP address can vary in a dynamic IP environment.

 > CONNECTED CLIENTS : Shows the list of remote users that are   

   currently connected.

   Press <  > to terminate the connection of an unwanted client  

   manually.

 R  Termination is limited to only users in a lower group than the   

   current user.

! The current PoE power consumption is updated sequentially in the order  

 of channel.

! Alarm is generated if power consumption reaches 90% of maximum  

 supply capacity, for both VHDIP main unit and external PoE Hub.

 This alarm threshold setting can be edited in “EVENT > 

 SYSTEM EVENT > POE FAIL EVENT”.

! POE is disabled when the VHDIP is in OPEN Mode.
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Detail Status
View the details of the cameras that are connected

to the VHDIP.

Click <    > on the right of the list to show the details.

Click <RESET> in the “IP CAMERA CONFIGURATION “

window to reset the IP camera.

When the IP camera settings are complete, click <OK>.

Security
For security purpose, enable whether to use encryption and its method, and confi gure IP fi ltering.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <NETWORK>, select <SECURITY>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  mouse to select one between <ENCRYPTION> and 

 <IP FILTER>.

3. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click  <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous

ENCRYPTION
 > RTSP ENCRYPTION ENABLE : Turn the encryption ‘On’ or ‘Off ’. 

 > RTSP ENCRYPTION METHOD : Select how to encrypt the port.

 > HTTPS ENABLE : Set HTTPS security to ‘on’ or ‘off ’.

 > HTTP AUTHENTICATION METHOD : Select the

   authentication method for encrypted communication.

IP FILTER
 > IP FILTER ENABLE : Turn IP fi ltering ‘On’ or ‘Off ’.

 > IP FILTER RULE : Set whether the list is to block or allow IP   

   addresses.

 > ADD : Click the <ADD> button to enter an IP address to the list.
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Date/Time
Confi gure the system time and date settings.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <SYSTEM>, select <DATE / TIME>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to change the time or set the options as necessary.

 > DATE/TIME : Allows the user to set or modify the current date  

   and time.

   Click <      > to adjust the time manually.

 > DATE FORMAT : Set the date format.

 > TIME FORMAT : Set the time format.

 > TIME SERVER : obtain the current time from the time

   server. Click <      > to get the current time.

 > AUTO TIME SYNC : automatically synchronize the time with the  

   time server at a set time.

 > SYNC AT : Set the time to sync with the time server.

 > TIMEZONE : specify the GMT standard time for your local area.

 > DST : Set the DVR to DST (Daylight Saving Time).

 R  <TIME SEVER> and <DST> will only be eff ective if their is a stable  

   internet connection.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Confi gure the system time and date settings, system management, 

connected device and the systems security.

System Management
To check, update or reset the system information.

1.  From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <SYSTEM>, select <SYSTEM   

 MANAGEMENT>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to set each option of the system management.
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System Management Continued 

> FW UPDATE: From time to time new fi rmware becomes available.   

 Use this interface to update the VHDIP. 

 > FACTORY DEFAULT : Return the VHDIP settings to the factory  

  default.

! If a fi rmware change or factory default is performed on the NVR this will  

 delete all current settings. The VHDIP will have to be reconfi gured.

 > SYSTEM DATA : Save the system settings or get the system

  information from another device.

  -  SAVE : Store the DVR settings to a storage device. Connect the  

  storage device to the USB port of the DVR.

  - LOAD : Upload the stored settings on the storage device on to  

  the NVR.

 > NVR SELF-DIAGNOSIS: NVR will check that the system is running  

  normally. CCTV Mode Only.

 > NETWORK SETUP WIZARD: Run the NETWORK SETUP by   

  selecting run. The wizard initiates the setup up to confi gure   

  settings such as IP address and port forwarding.

 > SYSTEM ID: Assign the NVR with a unique ID to identify each  

  NVR when there are multiple installed.

 > PASSWORD : Choose whether the password protection is ‘on’ or  

  ‘off ’.

! If the password is <OFF>, note that the ADMIN user will be the only  

 account and access to functions will be unrestricted.

 > EXPIRED TERM OF PASSWORD : Enable the prompt to change  

  the password after a set period of time.

 > AUTO LOGOUT : System logs user out after a period of inactivity. 

 > WAIT TIME : Set time for Auto Logout.

 > PoE POWER LIMIT : Set the rated input power for the NVR POE  

  adaptor.

 > POE POWER LIMIT (HUB): Set the rated input power for POE  

  extender.

 > AC POWER FREQUENCY : Set to the actual AC power’s   

  frequency (50Hz / 60Hz) applied to VHDIP to avoid fl ickering.

 3. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click  

  <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous
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System Information
The section lists all the system information for the VHDIP.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <SYSTEM>, select

  <SYSTEM INFORMATION >.

2. Check the status of the current system.

3. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE>

Control Device
Confi gure the settings of the remote control and control device.

1.  From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <SYSTEM>, select

 <CONTROL DEVICE>.

2.  Use the pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to set the connection options for the control device.

 > SYSTEM ID : Set the ID of the VHDIP so that the keyboard   

   controller can control the NVR.

 > PROTOCOL : Set up the protocol to match the keyboard   

   controller.

 > BAUD RATE : Set the RS485 communication speed.

 > REMOTE CONTROLLER ID : Set the ID of the of the NVR to   

   match the control device.

3. To apply the change, click < APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

POS/ATM
Set up the DVR to receive text overlay from a point of sale (POS) system 

when data is entered into the system.

1.  Go to <SYSTEM> <POS/ATM>.

2.  Use the arrow keys on the remote control or use the cursor to navigate  

 and confi gure the settings.

 > Action: Set whether the DVR will receive data on the channel.

 > Type: The display type for each channel.

 > Port: The port confi gured for each channel.

3.  Make all the required changes to the settings then click <OK> (For   

 guidance on setting the information see ‘To set the POS’).

4.  Apply the changes by clicking <APPLY> and then <CLOSE> to return to  

 the Menu.
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To set the POS

1. Press <EDIT> on the corresponding channel

 > PORT: Confi gure the port to receive the data from by clicking   

   <EDIT>.

 > PROTOCOL: ‘General’ is set as the protocol as default

 > BAUDRATE: Set the baudrate to match the POS system. Between  

   2400 ~ 115200.

 > DATA BIT: Select between 5~8, check the text-in device for this  

   exact information.

 > Character Set: ASCII is the default character set, check the text-in  

   device for this information.

 > PARITY: Refer to the text-in device for this exact information. Set  

   at NONE, ODD or EVEN.

 > STOP BIT: Select 1 or 2, refer to the text-in device for this exact  

   information.

 > TRANSACTION START: Data start code; Input as hexadecimal  

   number. Example: If POS device uses 0x20, 0x20 as start   

   transaction code, input 0x20, 0x20 in the NVR/DVR setup menu.

 > TRANSACTION END: Data end code; input as hexadecimal   

   number.

 > LINE DELIMITER: Line changing code; input as hexadecimal   

   number.

 > IGNORE STRING: Line ignoring code; input as hexadecimal   

   number. If the designated text is included in the line the NVR/DVR  

   will not save the line.

 > COPY SETTINGS TO: Duplicate the settings to another channel

 > TEST: Opens test inferface. Send data to VXH-AHD from POS to  

   check what is received.

2. Once fi nished editing click <OK> to close the window

3. Press <APPLY> to save the information entered and <CLOSE> to return  

 to the Menu

NOTE: All this information is dependent on the POS/ATM device. Refer to 

the user manual/supplier information to get this exact information then enter 

this into the POS/ATM interface.
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Security
Additional security can be applied to the NVR by requesting the password 

when accessing a few functions within the VHDIP.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <SYSTEM>, select <SECURITY>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the   

 mouse to set each option of security.

 > AUDIO SUPPORT : Setting this option to ‘off ’ will disable any  

   audio recording and disable access to the listening to audio in live  

   or playback.

! Note that changing the setting from <OFF> to <ON>

 initializes audio related settings. Hence, reconfi guration is

 required after enabling.

 > SNAPSHOT SUPPORT : Allows snapshot function.

   If set to <OFF>, all capturing functions are disabled. User cannot  

   take a snapshot on the Live, playback, or backup    

   player screen.

   Event notifi cation with e-mail will not include snapshot.

! Note that changing the setting from <OFF> to <ON> initializes snapshot  

 related settings. Hence, reconfi guration is required after enabling.

 > ENHANCED PASSWORD RULE : Sets whether to apply strong  

   password policy, which prevents using a simple password.

 > PASSWORD CHECK WHEN SEARCH/BACKUP : Set NVR to  

   prompt for password when Search or Archive functions are   

   accessed. Set to <ON> to ask password when accessing backup  

   menu. Using <EXPORT> on the timeline will ask password, too.

3. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Disk Information
Show information about the connected hard drives.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <STORAGE>, select 

 <DISK INFORMATION >.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use   

 the mouse to select either <INTERNAL DISKS> or <EXTERNAL   

 STORAGE>.

 Please check the status for each connected device.

 > START / END TIME : show the start time and end time of data  

   stored in each hard drive.

 > STATUS : Check if the connected hard drive is being used by the  

   VHDIP. 

 If you encounter a problem with the hard drive, the VHDIP will terminate  

 the connection to the hard drive and mark it as ‘Not In Use’.

 > CAPACITY : Displays the capacity of the hard drive.

 > MODEL : Displays the serial number of the hard drive.

 > S.M.A.R.T STATUS : RDisplays the information relating to the

   S.M.A.R.T status.

   - NORMAL : The hard drive state is normal.

   - CHECK : An error has occurred with the hard drive, contact the

   supplier for help with this. If the problem remains unresolved, it  

   may stop recording.

   - ERROR : The hard drive is unable to be written to due to an  

   error. Contact your supplier for further assistance.

3. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

An overview of the storage settings, check the status of the connected 

storage devices, both internal and external, and conduct S.M.A.R.T test. 

Go to <MENU> <SYSTEM SETUP> <STORAGE>. 
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Disk Operations
Within the disk operations menu, the system can be confi gured to

automatically overwrite the old recorded data and perform hard drive

formatting if required.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <STORAGE>, select <DISK OPERATIONS>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the   

 mouse to set the operation conditions of the disk.

 > DISK WRITE MODE: 

  - If it is set to <OVERWRITE>, the oldest data will be overwritten  

  by the new recording data, once the hard drive becomes full.

  - If the option is set to <ONCE> . When the hard drive is full, the  

  DVR will stop recording to it and an alarm can be confi gured to  

  notify the user this has occurred. This is done in <EVENT>.

 > RECORDING TIME LIMIT :cThe recording data will be deleted

  after a maximum specifi c time. If it is set to <OFF>,

  this function will be disabled.  

 R  Record Time Limit: For example: If the recording limit is set

  too 1 day, even if there is suffi  cient free space in the hard drive, all

  data older than 1 day will be deleted.

 > DISK FORMAT : format the hard disk.

!  Note that formatting the HDD will delete all data.

 > ERASE VIDEO : Delete all or part of stored video.

  Click <ERASE> to move to “ERASE VIDEO” menu.

  Set the beginning and ending time and click <ERASE> button to  

  delete video of selected time range.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY >at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Storage System 
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Disk Confi guration
Confi gure the internal hard drives into a RAID confi guration 

What is RAID?

RAID is a storage technology which allows you to use multiple independent 

hard drives as if there was just one.

RAID 1: This duplicates the data recorded into a diff erent hard drive; this 

means that all data is recorded twice on separate drives.

RAID 5: This is the most common RAID storage array. This distributes and 

stores the same piece of data and parity over at least 3 hard drives.

1. Go to <STORAGE> <DISK CONFIRGURATION>

2. Use the arrow keys on the remote control or use the mouse to navigation  

 the settings.

 > MODEL: Displays the model number of the hard drive.

 > CAPACITY: Displays the total capacity of the disk.

 > STATUS: This displays the status of the disk in the RAID.

 > Rebuild: If the RAID needs to be reconfi gured, the progress will be  

  displayed here.

 > <CREATE RAID>: Press this button to open the RAID   

  confi guration interface.

3. Apply the settings by clicking <APPLY> and click <CLOSE> to exit to the  

 menu

To Confi gure a RAID Array

1. Press the <CREATE RAID> button in the <DISK CONFIGURATION> of  

 the <STORAGE> menu.

 > To confi gure RAID 1, at least 2 disks are required.

 > To confi gure RAID 5, at least 3 disks are required.

2. Check the model and the capacity of each disk, choose the RAID type to  

 confi gure and then press <OK>.

 > To modify the RAID confi guration, all the disks will need to be  

  formatted.

 > To apply the RAID confi guration, reboot the system.



S.M.A.R.T settings
You can check the S.M.A.R.T information of the disk and specify the check 

frequency.

R  What is S.M.A.R.T information?

 S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Report Technology) is to detect  

 a HDD that is likely to cause a problem in the future with a warning

 message.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <STORAGE>, select <S.M.A.R.T. SETUP>.

2. Use the [pqtuENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the   

 mouse to check the S.M.A.R.T operation and specify the check interval.

 > S.M.A.R.T STATUS : Read the S.M.A.R.T information of the disk

  and check to display if the current disk is in normal operation.

  Click <DETAIL INFO> to view the details.

  - NORMAL : The disk is in a normal state.

  - CHECK : An error has occurred with the disk. Contact your

  supplier.

  - ERROR : The NVR is unable to write to the disk. Contact your  

  supplier.

 > S.M.A.R.T CHECK INTERVAL : Specify the S.M.A.R.T check

  interval. Click <CHECK NOW> to start checking.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY >at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Alarm Out
Specify the alarm output conditions with the work schedule. (A supported 

camera may be required to obtain all alarm out functions)

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT>, select <ALARM OUT>.

2. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  

 mouse to confi gure the related settings.

 > NAME : Rename the alarm.

 > OPERATION : Set the alarm output mode.

   - N/O (Normal Open) : Open going Closed.

   - N/C (Normal Close) : Closed going open.

 > DURATION : Set the duration of the alarm output.

   - TRANSPARENT : Alarm is active for as long as the alarm is

   triggered.   

   - UNTIL KEY : Keep the alarm out until a mouse or remote control

   button is pressed.

   - 5 ~ 300 SEC : Keep the alarming for as long as specifi ed.

 > TEST : Manually output the alarm for the test purpose.

3. To apply the change, click < APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

The VHDIP is capable of notifying the user of many events that have

occurred. Using the confi gured alarms to monitor the DVR to ensure it is

fully operational at all times. Go to <MENU> <SYSTEM SETUP> <EVENT>.
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ON/OFF Schedule
Apply the schedule of when the alarm out can be triggered.

1. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control

 or use the mouse to select a <DATE > for the schedule.

2. Drag the mouse to resize the cell or use the on the [pqtu/]

 buttons to move to the cell, then press [ENTER].

3. Select a desired alarm output mode.

 > ON : The alarm output is always turned on.

 > OFF : The alarm output is always turned off .

 > EVENT : Trigger the alarm output in sync with the event.

4. Click <COPY SCHEDULE TO> to check the checkbox of

 the date that you want to copy the schedule at.

5. When done, click <OK> to apply the settings.

6. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

7. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Event Notifi cation
Specify the methods of notifi cation such as buzzer, video popup, email or FTP if an event occurs.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT>, select <EVENT NOTIFICATION >.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to select one from <BUZZER>, <DISPLAY >, <EMAIL> and <FTP>.

3. Use the [pqtu/ENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the  mouse to set the output method and duration.

4. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

5. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click  <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu
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Buzzer output
Confi gure the buzzer notifi cation

 > DURATION

  - TRANSPARENT : Alarm is active for as long as the alarm is

  triggered.

  -  UNTIL KEY : Keep the buzzer on until a mouse or remote   

     control button is pressed.

  -  5 ~ 300 SEC : Keep the buzzer on for as long as specifi ed.

Display
If an event occurs, the NVR can be confi gured to change the display.

 > VIDEO POPUP : Display the video channel that is synchronized  

  with the event on a single split screen.

  Set the DURATION of the single split screen.

  - UNTIL KEY : The video stays on until the user uses the mouse

  or remote control.

  - 5 ~ 300 SEC : Keep the video popup displayed for as long as  

  specifi ed.

R  If multiple events occur at the same time, or if multiple event related

 video channels exist, the video popup will be displayed

 in the maximum split screen mode rather than the single split

 screen mode.

 > OSD POPUP : This will notify the user of the event with

  a popup message.

  You can adjust the duration of the popup message.

  - UNTIL KEY : Keep the OSD popup displayed until a mouse or  

  remote control button is pressed.

  -5 ~ 300 SEC : Keep the OSD popup displayed for as long as  

  specifi ed.
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Email
If an event occurs, this will notify registered users of the event by email. If 

emails no longer need to be received, uncheck the <EMAIL NOTIFY> option 

in <USER MANAGEMENT>.

 > ADD NEW EMAIL: To add a new mail recipient in addition to the

  existing ones, click <EDIT> to add the recipient.

 > MINIMUM EMAIL FREQUENCY: Adjust the minimum frequency of

  sending the email.

  For example, if the minimum frequency is set to one minute, an

  event occurs and then other within a minute of the fi rst.

  The VHDIP will not send the second event notifi cation until 1

  minute has lapsed.

R  Some email servers can block the email sending if the email

 delivery cycle is too short, and classify it as spam.

 Contact your email service provider to adjust the minimum

 delivery cycle so that the server does not classify the email as spam.

 > INCLUDE SNAPSHOT IMAGE : Set whether to include snapshot  

  image of the event with the email notifi cation.

FTP
When an event occurs the notifi cation is upload to a FTP server.

 > FTP SERVER : Enter the FTP server address for event transfer.

 > DIRECTORY : Select or manually enter the destination folder of  

  the FTP for event transfer.

 > FILE NAME : Select the uploading event fi le’s format or manually  

  set the fi le name.

 > MINIMUM FREQUENCY : Sets the minimum recurrence delay for  

  uploading event notifi cation onto the FTP server.

  For example, when the minimum recurrence is set to 1 minute, the  

  next FTP event notifi cation will be uploaded after 1 minute from  

  the last event, even if another event is detected within 1 minute  

  from the last one.

 > INCLUDE WEBRA LINK : Select whether to include web RA link  

  address of the NVR, which can be accessed with    

  web browser (Internet Explorer).

 > INCLUDE SNAPSHOT IMAGE : Set whether to include snapshot  

  (still image) or not with the email.
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Alarm Sensor
Confi gure the settings of the alarm sensor and set the operation of the 

sensor if an event occurs.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP > <EVENT>, select <ALARM SENSOR >

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the

mouse to specify the sensor input method and operation.

 > NAME : Set the name of the alarm sensor.

 > OPERATION : Set the type of the alarm sensor.

  - N/O (Normal Open) : Normally the sensor is Open. 

  If the sensor switches to Close, an event will be triggered.

  - N/C (Normal Close) : Normally the sensor is Closed.

   If the sensor switches to Open, an event will be triggered.

 > LINKED CAMERA : Set the camera to sync with the alarm sensor  

  if it is triggered.

  If you have set the alarm recording and the sensor detects the  

  recording, all synchronized cameras will start alarm recording.

 > ALARM OUTPUT : Specify the alarm output channel if it is   

  detected by the alarm sensor. The alarm will be output to the

  specifi ed channel.

 > PRESET : Set a preset that connected PTZ camera moves to on  

  alarm.

 > BUZZER : Specify the output of the buzzer if an alarm is detected  

  by the alarm sensor.

 > VIDEO POPUP : Select to display the video popup if an alarm is  

  detected by the alarm sensor.

  If there exist multiple <LINKED CAMERA>, the video popup will be  

  displayed in the maximum split mode.

 > OSD POPUP : Select to display the OSD popup message if it is  

  detected by the alarm sensor.

 > EMAIL : Select to send an email if detected by the alarm input  

  sensor.

 > FTP : Select whether to upload event notifi cation onto the FTP  

  upon detected alarm event.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Motion Sensor
Set what alarm output type happens when a motion event occurs. To 

confi gure the <MOTION SENSOR> go to <CAMERA SETUP>. 

( A supported camera may be required to obtain all motion sensor functions)

For the settings of the motion sensor, move to <CAMERA SETUP>.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT>, select <MOTION SENSOR>.

2. Use the [pqtu buttons on the remote control or use

 the mouse to specify the ignorance interval and operation.

 > IGNORING INTERVAL : Specify the minimum interval of the motion  

  event occurrence.

  For example, even if you have set the minimum frequency to

  5  seconds and another motion event occurs in less than 5   

  seconds after the last motion event occurred, the new event will  

  be ignored.   If too many motion events occur, adjust to shorten  

  the interval.

R  Motion recording will be triggered immediately after the motion occurred  

 regardless of the above settings.

 > ALARM OUTPUT : Specify the alarm output channel if a motion is  

  detected by the motion sensor.

 > PRESET : On motion sensor’s detections, the camera moves as  

  defi ned by the selected preset.

 > BUZZER : Specify the output of the buzzer if a motion is detected  

  by the motion sensor.

 > VIDEO POPUP : Select to display the video popup if a motion is  

  detected by the motion sensor.

 > EMAIL : Select to send an email if a motion is detected by the  

  motion sensor.

 > FTP : Select whether to upload event notifi cation onto the FTP  

  upon detected motion event.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Video Loss
Set what alarm output type happens when video loss is detected.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT>, select <VIDEO LOSS>.

2. Use the [pqtu buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to  

 specify the reaction to a video loss

 > ALARM OUTPUT : Select the alarm output channel when video

  loss is detected.

 > PRESET : On video loss’s detections, move the connected PTZ  

  camera to a defi ned position.

 > BUZZER : Select the buzzer to sound when video loss is detected.

 > EMAIL : Select to send an email if a video loss occurs.

 > FTP : Select to send a notifi cation to an FTP site if video loss   

  occurs.

3 To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   

 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Record
 > PANIC RECORD START EVENT : Select an alarm output to

  perform when the panic recording begins.

System Event
When a system event occurs such as an event related to the hard drive, recording, network or system. Like with other events it is 

possible to confi gure notifi cations when something occurs.

1. From <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT>, select <SYSTEM EVENT>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to specify the reaction to each event.

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Disk
 > OVERWRITE START EVENT : When the hard drive is full and the

  overwriting of the oldest data starts.

 > DISK FULL EVENT : If the hard drive is set to <ONCE>,

  this event occurs when the disk is full (100%).

 > DISK SPACE EXHAUSTED EVENT : a notifi cation is sent when the

  hard drive uses over a certain amount.

  Click to specify the threshold percentage of usage to trigger the  

  event.

 > S.M.A.R.T EVENT : Notifi cation is triggered when the S.M.A.R.T

  discovers an error.

 > NO DISK EVENT : Notifi cation is triggered when there is no

  recongised hard drive connected when the NVR boots up.

! To detect the disk error, it is recommended not to change the settings of  

 the S.M.A.R.T event, no disk event and buzzer output
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System
BOOTING EVENT: Will alarm if any of the following fail during NVR start up.
 > LOGIN FAIL EVENT: Notifi cation is triggered when a log in attempt  
  fails.  
  Set the times of clicking <    > to trigger the event.
 > FAN FAIL EVENT : Notifi cation is triggered if the CPU cooling fan  
  or unit’s cooling fan does not work at all.
! If the fan fails, recording will stop. Please contact your supplier.
 > TEMPERATURE FAIL EVENT : The internal temperature of the  
  NVR has exceeded the normal range. The NVR can no longer  
  operate normally. If this has happened check the following steps  
  and take action:
  - Check the vents of the VHDIP to ensure nothing is blocking the  
  circulation of cool air.
  -  Move the VHDIP away from heat sources such as a server or
  radiator. Install on fl at surface, low to the ground with good   
  ventilation and allow NVR to cool.
  -  If the problem persists, contact your supplier.
 > POE FAIL EVENT : Occurs when power consumption reaches  
  specifi ed level of power supply capacity of VHDIP and /or  
  external PoE Hub.
! To monitor the normal operation of the NVR, it is recommended not to  
 change the buzzer output settings of the system event.

Network
 > TROUBLE IN INTERNET CONNECTION : If the VHDIP loses   

  connection to the network,  when it regains a stable connection a  

  notifi cation will be triggered.

 > FAIL IN REMOTE LOGIN : This event occurs if a remote client fails  

  to log in due to an invalid ID or password.

  Specify the name of attempting by clicking <    > to trigger the  

  event.

 > FAIL IN DDNS UPDATE : Notifi cation will be triggered when the

  DVR tried to update the DDNS address but failed. 

R  IIf the DDNS address fails to be updated, a remote connection may   

 not be possible. The user will be able to connect to the DVR by using  

 the IP address. For the IP address, fi nd the <EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS>  

 from <NETWORK> <NETWORK STATUS>. Note that the <EXTERNAL IP  

 ADDRESS> is subject to change if ISP has not set a static IP address.

! Note that the <EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS> can change at any time in a  

 dynamic IP environment.

Event Setup
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Using the mouse

Using the remote 
control

Operation Mode
The recording options can be set to manual or automatic confi guration. Automatic confi guration is the default setting.

1. Go to <MENU> <RECORD SETUP> <OPERATION MODE>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons or use the mouse to set <RECORDING CONFIGURATION MODE> to <AUTO CONFIGURATION > or   
 <MANUAL CONFIGURATION >.

3. Set the recording options for each selected Record mode.

4. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

5. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Auto Confi guration
With the automatic confi guration the VHDIP can set the optimized setting for 

the preferred recording settings.

 > CONTINUOUS RECORD : Records always regardless of events.

  - LONG DURATION BUT LOW QUAILTY : Recording will proceed  

  in the low quality at all times. As this option will always make   

  recording in the low quality, the recording period is the longest  

  compared to the other record modes.

  - HIGH QUAILITY BUT SHORT DURATION : Recording will   

  proceed in the best quality at all times. As this option will always  

  make recording in the best quality, the recording period is the  

  shortest compared to the other record modes.

 > MOTION RECORD : Recording will only happen when motion is

  detected.

 > ALARM RECORD :Recording will only happen when an alarm is

  triggered.

 > MOTION/ALARM RECORD : Recording will only happen is motion

  is detected or when an alarm is triggered.

 > INTENSIVE MOTION RECORD : Continuous recording recorded at  

  a medium quality, switching to high quality when motion

  is detected.

 > INTENSIVE ALARM RECORD : Continuous recording recorded at  

  a medium quality, switching to high quality when an alarm is

  triggered.

 > INTENSIVE MOTION/ALARM RECORD : Continuous recording

  recorded at a medium quality, switching to high quality when

  motion is detected or when an alarm is triggered.

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTERENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

ENTER ENTER
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Manual Confi guration
Setting the record mode to ‘Manual Confi guration’ allows for the complete 
customisation of recording types.

 > MANUAL CONFIGURATION OPTIONS : Confi gure the recording  
  settings by the time, date, and channel.
  - SCHEDULE MODE : Schedule your recording with time range or  
  combining time with selected week days.
  - PRE RECORDING TIME : Set the pre-recording time.
  - POST RECORDING TIME : Set the post-recording time.

 > PANIC RECORDING OPTIONS : Set the panic recording duration.  
  If it is set to <MANUAL>, recording will continue until you turn it off   
  manually.

Size/FPS/Quality Setting
1. If the “Schedule Mode” is set to weekly, each day will have to individually  

 be set. From <OPERATION MODE>, go to <SCHEDULE MODE> of the  

 <MANUAL CONFIGURATION OPTIONS> to <WEEKLY> before you can  

 specify the <DAY> Reserve this process to set each day the same.

2. Select a range of cells from the timeline at the top of the window to edit  

 the SIZE/FPS/Quality. Or use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote   

 control to move to the cell and press [ENTER]. Then, use the [pqtu]  

 buttons to move to a desired cell and press [ENTER] again.

Continuous Recording
The settings for the continuous recording are confi gured to the preferred schedule, resolution, frame rate per second and quality of video,

recording size, frame rate per second and quality.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <CONTINUOUS RECORDING>.

 R  From <OPERATION MODE>, the ‘Recording Confi guration Mode’ must be set to <MANUAL CONFIGURATION> before you  

  can select <CONTINUOUS RECORDING>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to select either <SIZE/FPS/QUALITY> or <SCHEDULE>.
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Size/FPS/Quality Setting continued
3. When the cell selection is complete, the “SIZE/FPS/ QUALITY” table  
 appears.

! Specify the <RESOLUTION>, <FPS>, <QUALITY> and use
 of the <AUDIO> recording for each channel.

 > RESOLUTION : set the size of the video recording.

 > FPS : set the frame rate per second available from the camera

 > QUALITY : set the recording quality.

 > AUDIO : specify the use of the audio recording.

 > HELP : Displays help text regarding the recording    
 confi guration.

4. When done, click <OK>.

!  The video size, FPS, quality and audio recording options may diff er   
 depending on the specifi cation of the IP camera.
 For some IP cameras, the video transfer may be interrupted if some of  
 the options are changed.

Schedule Setting
1. Select a start day of the week on the schedule.

2.  Click a time cell from which you want start to make the schedule and  

 drag it to teh fi nsih time cell. Or use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote  
 control

 to move to the cell and press [ENTER]. Then, use the[pqtu] buttons  
 to move to a desired cell and press [ENTER] again.

3. When the time selection is complete, you will be prompted to specify the  
 use of recording in the Record Setup window.

4. Click <COPY SCHEDULE TO> to select the checkbox for the days   
 you want to copy the schedule for.

5.  To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

6.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Motion Recording
Specify the recording size of the motion event if it occurs and make schedule 
for that recording.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <MOTION RECORDING>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to  
 select either <SIZE/FPS/QUALITY> or <SCHEDULE>.

3. Set each item of <RESOLUTION>, <FPS>, <QUALITY> and use of the  
 <AUDIO> for the motion recording.

4. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

5. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Alarm Recording
Set the settings for the alarm recording schedule.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <ALARM RECORDING>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote control or use the mouse to  
 select either <SIZE/FPS/QUALITY> or <SCHEDULE>.

3. Set each item of <RESOLUTION>, <FPS>, <QUALITY>and use of the  
 <AUDIO> for the alarm recording.

4. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

5. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Panic Recording
Set the record settings for Panic recording. This cannot be set as a 
schedule.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <PANIC RECORDING>.

2. Set each item of <RESOLUTION>, <FPS>, <QUALITY> and use of   
 the <AUDIO> for the panic recording. 

3. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

4. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.

Network Streaming
Confi gure the channels resolution and FPS that will get broadcast to remote
users.

 R  The lower the resolution and FPS are set too will mean the video
  viewed remotely is smoother. But even when the resolution and  
  FPS is set to high for the network streaming, the DVR will reduce  
  the size or FPS according to the network status (speed) before  
  transferring the live video.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <NETWORK STREAMING>.

2. Use the [pqtuENTER] buttons on the remote control or use the   
 mouse to select an item that you want to edit.

3. Set the <MAX RESOLUTION> and <MAX FPS> for each channel.

 > ENABLE ADAPTIVE STREAMING CONTROL FOR REMOTE   
  CLIENTS : This optimises the transfer of data for remotes users.  
  If there isnt enough bandwidth available the NVR will reduce the  
  bit rate and resolution to provided a smooth image to the remote  
  viewer. 

! Frame rate of recorded video playback may drop to 15 fps for   
 recordings of 5 or more split screens.

4. When done, click <OK>.

5. To apply the change, click <APPLY > at the bottom of the screen.

6.  When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Storage Calculator
The VHDIP is capable of roughly estimating the available recording time 
based on the size of the installed hard drives and chosen recording method.

1. From the <RECORD SETUP> menu, select <STORAGE CALCULATOR>.

2. Current Recording Mode is displayed according to the settings in   
 <OPRERATION MODE>.

 > AVERAGE MOTION EVENT RATIO PER HOUR: Set a value   
  for average motion event ratio per hour between 0~100%.

 >  AVERAGE ALARM EVENT RATIO PER HOUR: Set a value for  
  average alarm event ratio per hour between 0~100%.

3. Select <CALCULATE > to calculate the estimated time period that you  
 can record based on current settings.

!  All of the cameras should be connected. This test result may have
 a diff erent actual recording period from installation environment or   

 connected camera model.
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Use the search interface to locate and play recorded footage. The 
user can do this is a variety of methods.

To move to the Search menu while in playback mode

Using the mouse

How to use the 
mouse

Using the remote 
control

How to use the 
remote control

Using the remote 
control 2

ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTERENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER

ENTER ENTER

SEARCH SETUP

MENU ENTER ENTER
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Time Search
Using the calendar to select the dates in yellow that have footage recorded 
on those days.

1. Go to <MENU> <SEARCH> <TIME SEARCH>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons or use the mouse to select the date and time  
 from the calender on the left side of the screen to search.

 > FIRST : The fi rst date of recording is automatically selected.

 > LAST : The last date of recording is automatically selected.

 >        Press to display the time selection menu.

3. You can identify the type of the recording data by the colour in the bar.

 > Bright Green (Pre recording) : The pre-recording is performed  
  on the recording data after you set the <PRE RECORDING TIME>  
  from <OPERATION MODE>.

 > Green (Continuous) : The continuous recording data.

 > Red (Alarm) : The alarm event recording data.

 > Blue (Motion) : The motion event recording data.

 > Yellow (Panic) : The panic manual recording data.

4. Use the time bar to select a specifi c time or use the buttons at the   
 botom of the satus bar to search.

 > Refresh the recording data to include the time not yet   
  displayed. As this page is not live.

 > Zoom out the timebar out to see a longer length of time.

 > Zoom in on the timebar out to see a more detailed length of  
  time.

 > Scroll the timebar to the left.

 > Scroll the timebar to the right.

5. Click a thumbnail channel or use the [pqtu] buttons on the remote  
 control to move to a desired channel and press [ENTER]. Once selected  
 the video will play in the preview window to the bottom left.

6. Click <PLAYBACK>, or simply double click a desired time in the time bar 
 to play the video from that time to play the recorded footage.

7. To stop playing and return to the search screen, press [EXIT] on   
 the remote control or click <MENU> in the lower left corner and select  
 <SEARCH>.
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Thumbnail Search
Search by previewing a snapshot from the start of each hour the channel
has recorded. Select Day, Hour or Minute to narrow down the search results.

1. Go to <SEARCH> <THUMBNAIL SEARCH>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons or use the mouse to specify the search date  
 and time from the calendar in the left corner of the thumbnail search  
 screen.

 > FIRST : The fi rst date of recording is automatically selected.

 > LAST : The last date of recording is automatically selected.

 > CHANNEL : Select a channel to search for.

 > DATE/TIME : Specify the search date and time.

 R  The menus available diff er depending on the selected interval
  mode.

 > INTERVAL: Select a time interval of the thumbnail view.

3. Double-click a time in the recorded data bar, or double-click a desired  
 time image from the thumbnail list. This will play the recorded footage.

4. To stop playing and return to the search screen, press [EXIT] or   
 [SEARCH] on the remote control. Or <MENU> in the lower left corner  
 and select <SEARCH>.

Event Search
Search for events that occurred at the specifi ed time and select an event to 
play from the list.

1. From the <SEARCH> menu, select <EVENT SEARCH>.

2. Use the [pqtu] buttons or use the mouse to specify the <START>  
 and <END> times in the left of the event search list.

3. Select a channel to search.

4. Mark the checkbox of the event to search from the <EVENT> list.

5.  Press the <SEARCH> button.
 The search results will be listed as shown.

 > TYPE : displays the event type.

 > TIME : displays the recording start time.

 > CONTENTS : shows the details of the event found.

 > ORDER BY : If you select <OLDEST>, the list will be sorted with  
  the earliest one on top.

6.  Double-click a desired event or click <PLAYBACK > in the lower right  
 corner to play the footage.

7.  If you want to stop playing and return to the search screen, press [EXIT]  
 or [SEARCH] on the remote control. Or click <MENU> and then select  
 <SEARCH> to go back to the search menu.

System 
SettingsSearchSystem 
Settings Search Settings
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Text-in-Search
Search for text that has been received from a POS device using a keyword 
search.

1. Go to <SEARCH> <TEXT-IN SEARCH>

2. Use the arrow keys on the remote control or use the mouse to select a  
 period of time to search.

3. Select the channels to search

 > Only the channels with a POS/ATM connected to will have   
  memory of the text-in input.

4. Enter the keyword to search for in the “ITEM KEYWORD”

 > MATCH CASE: Selecting this option makes the search case   
  sensitive.

 > MATCH WHOLE WORD ONLY: Search for the exact word or   
  phrase.

5. Press the <SEARCH> button – This produces the search results

 > TIME: The time the event occurred.

 > CHANNEL: The channel the text-in was displayed on.

 > ITEM: The keywords or search terms are shown in this column.

 > ORDER BY: Select the order in which to display the keywords.

6. Double click an event or select the event and then press <PLAYBACK>  
 at the bottom of the screen.

7. To stop playing and return to the search menu, press [EXIT] or {SEARCH]  
 on the remote control or go to <MENU> and then select <SEARCH>.



Video Window
Display the current video

Timeline
Displays the type of recording data.
The horizontal bar in the timeline indicates the current point of playback. Double-click a  desired point in the timeline to start playing the
video. Click and drag over a section of the timeline, this will enable a back up of the selected footage.

Menu/split-screen selection menu
For more information about how to use each button, refer to “Using the status bar in the live mode”.

Play Bar
Allows for the video to be manipulated and scrutinized.

This part of the manual is to describe the playback interface and what is available to the user. Go to <MENU> <SEARCH> search footage 
to view or <MENU> <ARCHIVE> and search footage to view. Play this footage to enter the <PLAYBACK> interface.

 > To play the searched data

 >  Play, pause, rewind, fast forward, jump 5 seconds forward or backwards and play backwards.

 > To play with live viewer

 R  If you move the cursor to the right, the “Timeline” bar will be displayed. Select a desired channel on the live screen and  
  right-click to select <PLAYBACK> in the quick menu. Then, select a time to play.

Playback screen 
confi guration Video 

Window

Timeline

Play Time

Menu/split-
screen 
selection menu

Play bar
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ITEM  Description

CAM1   Display the title of the selected channel.

ZOOM   Zoom the video of the selected channel.
  (The zooming function is active only in single camara screen view.)

START BOOKMARKING  The “BOOKMARK SETUP” popup appears, and apply a bookmark to save the video for a later date.

SNAPSHOT Takes a picture of the live video and opens the SNAPSHOT interface where the image can be saved or exported.

ITEM  Description

Jump   Jumps the video 5 seconds both forwards and backwards.

Fast Rewind  The video is rewound at the speed of x2 x4 x8 x16 x32 x64 of normal speed.

Reverse Play  Plays the video backwards at normal speed.

Pause  Temporarily freeze the video footage for observation.

Play   Plays the video at normal speed.

Fast Forward  The video is played at the speed of x2 x4 x8 x16 x32 x64 of normal speed.

Zoom  Zoom in or out of the footage to see more detail or more of the video.

Snapshot Takes a picture of the live video and opens the SNAPSHOT interface where the image can be

  saved or exported.

Start/end bookmark Opens the BOOKMARK SETUP to enable the user to highlight a part of the footage.

  See the following page for instructions.

Playback channel 
selection menu
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Bookmarking
During playback sections of video footage can be reserved, by using the 
bookmark tool to highlight a part of the footage. The bookmarked footage 
can be viewed from the <ARCHIVE> menu, this can then be exported or 
saved.

1. Enter a name in the <TAG> fi eld to identify the fi le at a later date.

2. Enter any necessary data in to the <MEMO> text input fi eld.

3. Click <START>.
 You will return to the play screen with the backup progress.

4. To stop the bookmarking, click <BOOKMARK(     )>.

5. To quit the bookmarking, click <STOP>.
 To continue with bookmarking, just click <CONTINUE>.

6.  Click <RESERVE>.
 You can export the reserved data to a connected storage
 device using the <ARCHIVING> menu.

R  What is the <RESERVE> function?
 The reserve function allows the user to save footage to the hard drive,  
 this is particularly useful if the user doesn’t have an USB external storage  
 device available.
 When data is reserved, this uses space on the hard drive and will thus  
 reduce the amount of space the NVR has able to store footage too. Until  
 the reserved data is cleared.
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Using the Bookmarking option during playback
1. During the playback, click <NEW BOOKMARK<      >.

 The “BOOKMARKING SETUP” window appears where you can reserve the data.

2. Click <MENU> <       > in the lower left corner and select the <ARCHIVING> menu.

3. Press the [ARCHIVE] button on the remote control.

Using the Archive menu when on live view
1. Click <MENU> <       > in the lower left corner and select the <ARCHIVING> menu.

2. Press the [ARCHIVE] button on the remote control.

Archive
Export the searched data or reserved data.

1. From the <ARCHIVING> menu, select <NEW ARCHIVING>.

2. Select a date for the archive from the calendar in the left.

 R  The date containing recording data will be marked in a
  coloured box.

 > FIRST BUTTON : Select the fi rst date of recording.

 > LAST BUTTON : Selects the last day of recording.

3. Check the <FROM> and <TO> times.

 R  Drag the timeline to specify the start and end time.

4. Mark the <LOG> and <CODEC> checkboxes and select to include the  
 archiving.

5. Click <QUERY>. The results will be listed in <ARCHIVING INFO>.

 R  The maximum backup capacity for one time is 20GB.

 R  If the archiving request exceeds 20GB, the end time will be   
  adjusted to within 20GB.

6. If you want to export to a storage device, connect this to the VHDIP and  
 click <EXPORT>.

7.  If you just want to reserve the data, click <RESERVE>.
 If the <TAG NAME> dialogue appears, enter the name and click <OK>.
 Click <OK>.

 R  When data is reserved, this uses space on the hard drive and will  
  reduce the amount of space the DVR is able to store footage
  too. When the reserved data is cleared, the space is available for  
  general storage again.

8. To exit the Archive menu, click <CLOSE>.
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Reserved data management
Search the reserved data then export or delete the information.

1. Go to <ARCHIVE> <RESERVED DATA MANAGEMENT>.
 The reserved data will be listed.

2. Select a data type from <AVI > and <SNAPSHOT>. (Bottom left of   
 screen)

 > AVI : Searches AVI video fi les stored in the VHDIP.

 > SNAPSHOT : Searches captured snapshots stored.

3. To play the data, double-click a desired data item or click it   
 and select <PLAYBACK >.

4. To export to a storage device, connect it to the VHDIP and click   
 <EXPORT>.

5. If you want to delete the reserved data, click <      > next to the list. Click  
 <RELEASE ALL> to cancel reserving the whole page at once.

6. To exit the Archive menu, click <CLOSE>.

Playing the archived data
Search the reserved data stored on external storage device and check the 
details or play it.

1. Connect the storage device containing the archived data.

2. When the storage device is recognized, click <SEARCH>.

3. To view the details, click <      > next to the list.

 R  Click <VERIFY INTEGRITY> to check if the data is  complete or  
  not.

4. Select an item to play from the list and click <PLAYBACK >.

5. To exit the Archive menu, click <CLOSE>.
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Archive Devices Setup
Set the FTP server information into the Archiving Menu for when data is
exported to the FTP server.

1. Go to <ARCHIVING> <ARCHIVE DEVICES SETUP>.

2. Move to the FTP information box.

3. Fill in each item using a virtual keyboard.

 > HOST NAME : Enter the IP address of the FTP server.

 > PORT : Enter the port number of the server.

 > USER NAME : Enter the user ID for the FTP Server.

 > PASSWORD : Enter the connection password.

 > DIRECTORY : Specify the archiving fi le path.

4.  When all information is fi lled, click <CONNECTION TEST> to check the  
 connection status.

5. To apply the change, click <APPLY > in the bottom of the screen.

6. When done, press the [EXIT] button on the remote control or click   
 <CLOSE> in the lower screen to return to the previous menu.
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Connection
Open a browser and enter the IP address of VHDIP, or type the URL in the 
address bar.

To connect to the VHDIP from an internal network
 > Check the “Network Status” and verify the <IP ADDRESS> and  
  <WEB SERVICE PORT> of the VHDIP.

 >  Enter the IP address and web service port in the address bar of  
  the browser. Ex) http://192.168.1.200:8080

To connect to the VHDIP from an External Network.
 Using the IP address

 > Check the “Network Status” and verify the <EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS> and <WEB SERVICE PORT> of the NVR.

 > If using a fi xed (external) IP, enter the external IP that is specifi ed in the VHDIP in the address bar of the web browser. Ex) 
  http://123.456.798:8080
 Using the DDNS

 > Check the “Network Status” and verify the <DDNS ADDRESS> and <WEB SERVICE PORT> of the VHDIP.

 > Enter the DDNS address and web service port in the address bar of the browser. Ex) http://00115f123456.dvrlink.net:8080

R  In the router network,the “Port Forwarding” needs to be set to allow external access.

R  For the necessary settings of the router, refer to the user manual of the router or contact the supplier of the router

Web RA is a user-friendly software application that enables the user to control the video data and system information via a remote 
connection to the VHDIP. Web RA is run in Internet Explorer.

The following is the minimum hardware and operating system requirements to run Web RA.

ITEM  Description

Operating System Windows XP Professional , Windows Vista Home Baisc / Premium, Window 7

Web browsers:  Internet Explorer 7.0 or later/Mozilla Firefox 3.6/Google Chrome 4.1/Opera 10

  Some web browsers other than Internet Explorer may not fully function.

CPU   Intel Pentium 2.0 GHz

Memory  512 MB

Display  16-bit 1024 x 768 High Color

Hard Disk Drive 50MB (space required for installing the web viewer)

  * Additional HDD space is required for saving your recordings. The fi le size of your recording may diff er depending  
  on the specifi ed quality.

System 
Requirements
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Log in and Active X install
1. Provide the user ID and password.

 R  The default User name : ADMIN; the default password is 1234.

2. Allow the ActiveX to install, there will be a popup message at the bottom  
 of your computer screen.

 R  If the ActiveX control fails to download, navigate to Tools; Internet  
  Options; Security; Custom Level; Download unsigned ActiveX  
  control, and change its setting from “Disable (recommended)” to  
  “Enable”, and then click OK.

3. Click <Install>

4. When the installation is complete, you will see the live screen.
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No.  Name  Description

 1  View selection tab  Choose between the live, search, setup and information tab.

 2  Live  Display the live split screen of the VHDIP.

 3  Split Mode  Select and switch to a desired split-screen mode.

 4  Sequence  Set the sequence mode, switch to the next camera, zoom the screen or select the full screen mode.

 5  Status  Show the connection status of each channel.

 Log  Show the log.

 PTZ  Open the PTZ control to pan tilt and zoom the selected camera.

 Refresh Time  Set the interval at which the NVR status is refreshed.

 Refresh  Refresh the NVR status immediatley.

 6  Voice transmission  Enables the broadcasting of sound to the NVR.

 7  Channel  Select a channel listed in the screen.

 8  Save  Save the live video on the screen.

 Print  Print out the current screen.

 Capture  Capture the selected image.

 ActiveX Settings  Confi gure the ActiveX settings or set the fi le path of the captured image.

Live Screen at a 
glance

5
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Switching the split mode
Click the Switch button to switch the mode as follows

<1-split Mode>

<4-split Mode>

<8-split Mode>

<9-split Mode>

<16-split Mode>
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To save the video
1. Click <        > to start recording.

2. The video from the selected channel will be saved to the PC in the AVI format. (Default path: C:\SaveFolder)
 Click <        > again to stop saving. Click < > to display the context menu where you can change the saving path.

Print
1. Click <        >.

2. The current screen will be printed with the printer connected to the PC

Screen capture
1. Click <        >.

2. The current screen of the selected channel will be saved to the path specifi ed in the PC. (Default path: C:\SaveFolder) Click
 <        > to display the context menu where you can change the saving path.

ActiveX Settings
1. Click <        >.

2. When the setup screen appears, you can change the settings of the  
 render type, audio, capture and saving path as well as the video   
 streaming.

 > Render : DirectDraw is recommended in order to enable the   
  hardware acceleration.

3. If you want to change the saving path, click <      > (Save Folder) and  
 specify a new path.
 Windows Vista users cannot change the saving path.

4. Change the streaming settings according to the PC specifi cation and  
 network environment. Auto mode is recommended.

 > Sync : If this option is set, the audio signal will be synchronized  
  with the video signal. However, you may encounter a delay due to  
  buff ering for the synchronization.

 > Live CH : Set the audio signal to use in live monitoring mode.

 > I Frame Only : Only the I frames (key frames) will be transferred.

 > Type 
  - Auto : The VHDIP will optimize the quality and FPS to the  
  network status and specifi cation of the connected PC before   
  transferring the data.
  - Main : The video will be transferred in high defi nition (HD).
  - Second : The video will be transferred in a medium defi nition(SD).

5. When done, click <OK> to save your settings.
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Status tab
Click <Status> at the bottom of the screen.
The status table displays all the channels and what is being detected on 
each channels. From alarms to motion detection and the type of recording 
currently ongoing.

Log tab
Click <Log> at the bottom of the screen.
Lists the most recent logs the system has experienced. Got more detailed 
information go to the <SEARCH> tab.

PTZ tab
Control the operations of a PTZ camera.
Adjust the focus, zooming and iris of the camera.
Use the arrow buttons to control the operations of the camera.

 > Pattern : Create a series of movements the camera is constantly  
  make.

 > PRESET : Move the camera to a predefi ned direction.

 > Swing : The camera will move back and forth to a set position
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No.  Name  Description

 1  View selection tab  You can switch to the live, playback and setup screen and check the provided information.

 2  Playback Screen  Play the recording data.

 3  Split Mode  Select and switch to a desired split-screen mode.

 4  Sequence  Set the sequence mode, switch to the next camera, zoom the screen or select the full screen mode. 

 Voice Transfer   Enable and disable sound transmittion.

 5  Play button bar  Control the speed and direction of the playback.

 6  Time Selection  Select the start time of playback.

 7  Time Line Indicates the status of the recorded data.

 8 REFRESH Reload the time line.

  PLAY  Play the selected video.

 Export  Archive the selected video.

 9 Channel Selection  Select a channel.

10 Screen  Print out the current screen.

 Image Capture  Capture the selected image.

 ActiveX Settings  Confi gure the settings.

Search viewer at 
a glance

Click <SEARCH> to display the remote control screen for the VHDIP Recorder.
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Search by time
Use the timeline to search for the data recorded in the VHDIP.

1. Select a date that you want to search.

2. Click <REFRESH>.

3. Check the recording data in the bottom time line and specify   
the time range for your search.You can specify the start time by moving  
 the time bar.

4. Click <PLAY >.

 > REFRESH : If your changes are not applied to the current screen,  
   reload the changes.

 > PLAY : Play the searched video.

 > Export : Archive the recorded video

Search by event
You can sort the recording data items by event to help your search.

1. Mark the checkbox of the event that you want to search for.

2. Specify the start and end dates and times for your log search.

3. Set the display order of the items found.

 > LATEST : The most recent event will be listed on top.

 > OLDEST : The earliest event will be listed on top.

4.  Click <SEARCH>.
 You can check the log for your search at the bottom of the screen.

5. Select a log to play the recording data.

Text In Search
Search the text-in data from the POS/ATM device attached.

1. Enter the keyword to search in the (ITEM KEYWORD) fi eld, then click the  
 check boxes for (MATCH CASE) and (MATCH WHOLE WORD ONLY).

2. Select the channels to search for the text on.

3. Select the start and end time of the data to search.

4. Choose to have the latest or the oldest data displayed at the top.

5. Press <SEARCH> to display the list of text inputs.

6.  Select the event to play to observe the footage.
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Setup Viewer at a Glance
Click <SETUP> to display the remote control screen for the VHDIP.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes to the remotely connected VHDIP

R  If the user in the menu of the NVR locally then, the remote control setup will be disabled.

To name the camera title
Change the name of the camera title that is displayed on each channel 
screen. Select a channel to name and enter a new title.
Then, click <APPLY > to save it.

R  Maximum of 9 alphanumeric characters for the camera title.

Camera Setup
Adjust the image settings, exposure and focus controls.

R  The default colour values are <50>. (Brightness, Contrast, Tint, Colour)

R  If the default settings are altered, the video from the VHDIP or the video  
 colour may not be displayed properly.

R  To apply the same settings to another channel’s camera, click
 <COPY SETTINGS TO> button and select the cameras.

Covert Setting
To to hide the video of a specifi c camera from a specifi c user group tick the 
check box against the channel in the correct user group column. When
done, click <APPLY> to save the changes.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

 > SHOW AS : Sets how to display video of the <COVERT   
  CHANNEL> channel.
  - NO VIDEO : Appears to have no video for the channel.
  - COVERT : Shows nothing for the Live screen only.
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PTZ Setting
Set the camera ID, protocol, baud rate and data transmission speed for
each channel.

R  For information about how to set the PTZ, refer to “PTZ Settings”.

Privacy Mask
Activation Tab
Enable the masked area for the NVR to hide and set the colour of the mask.
Area Setup tab
Select the area of the video to set the privacy mask on.

Installation Mode
Set whether the VHDIP searches for network cameras off  the local network 
or cameras directly connected to the device.
NOTE: Changing from CCTV MODE to ADVANCED MODE will cause the 
NVR to reboot to make the changes aff ective.

Motion Setting
To set each camera’s motion detection, day and night time. Select a 
channel. Set the mask area, activation and set the period of
time range. 
When done, click <APPLY > tosave the changes.

R  For information about how to set the motion area, refer to “Motion Area  
 Setup”.
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DISPLAY
OSD Setting
Confi gure the settings for the time, title, boundary, icon and language that 
will be displayed on the screen. Make changes to each item of the OSD 
menu and click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For details about each displayed item, refer to “OSD”.

AUDIO
Audio/Buzzer
Confi gure what the NVR does with audio received over a network and which 
channel to record the audio on. Also set if the buzzer is sounded when the 
remote control is used.

R  For details about each displayed item, refer to “Audio Setup”.

USER
User Management
To add a user account and change the password.

R  For details about each displayed item, refer to “User Setting”.

To add a user, click <ADD> and enter the user information.
To delete the user click <DELETE> next to it.
When done, click <APPLY> to save the change.
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Group Permission Setting
To grant diff erent user groups diff erent permissions to a specifi c menu.
Select the check boxes of the menu items accessible by that user group.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about the accessible menu items, refer
 to “Group Authority”. 

DDNS Setting
Confi gure the DDNS settings so that remote users
who are connected to the network can access it remotely.
Change the DDNS settings and click <APPLY> to apply the
changes.

Email Setting
Register and test an email address so that an email
notifi cation is delivered if an event occurs.
Enter the necessary information and click <APPLY> to
save the chnages.

R  For more information, refer to “Email”.

Security Setting
For security purpose, choose whether to use encryption
and its method, and confi gure IP fi ltering.
Change the system network settings and click <APPLY > to
apply the changes.

R  For more information, refer to “Security”.

NETWORK
IP Setting
To check the network connection status and to the change the IP address 
settings. When done, click <APPLY> to apply the change.
Change the maximum transfer rate and click <APPLY > to apply it.

R  For more information about each network entry, refer to “IP Setup”.
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SYSTEM
Date/Time Setting
Set the current date and time.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about each of the time and datesettings, refer to  
 “Date/Time”.

System Information
Check the information of system fi rmware version, disk space, and network 
settings, as well as the status information of network connection and alarm 
I/O.

Control Device Setting
Set the connection of both the remote control and the
keyboard control.
Change the communication settings and click <APPLY > to
apply the changes.

R  For more information about each communication item, refer to “Control  
 Device”.

System Management
Confi gure the System ID, the access settings of: log in, log out, and auto 
logout.

 > Network F/W upgrade : Upload the latest fi rmware available via  
  the network with the given URL.
  To apply a new fi rmware, click <FW UPGRADE> and provide the  
  fi rmware URL.

 >  FACTORY DEFAULT : Return the NVR settings to the factory  
  default.

 > SYSTEM DATA : Save the system settings or get the system   
  information from other device.

 > REBOOT SYSTEM : Restart the NVR main body remotely.

R  This function is available only when the NVR main body is displayed in  
 LIVE screen.
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Security Setting
Use additional security on the system by enabling audio and snapshot ability, 
and further password rules.
Change the system security settings and click <APPLY > to
apply the changes.

R  For more information, refer to “Security”.

S.M.A.R.T Status
You can check the S.M.A.R.T status for each of the internal
and external devices.

R  What is S.M.A.R.T?
 S.M.A.R.T. (Self Monitoring, Analysis, and Report Technology) is to   
 detect a HDD that is likely to cause problems in the future with a warning
 message.

EVENT
Alarm Out
Set the alarm output conditions with the work schedule.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about the alarm output and ON/OFF schedule,  
 refer to “Alarm Out”.

STORAGE
Device Information
Check the connected storage devices connected to the VHDIP as well as 
the recording time information of each device.

Disk Operations
Set how the NVR handles hard drives, the recording period or perform a 

format on the hard drives.
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Event Notifi cation
Set the notifi cation method used when to alert when a <BUZZER OUT>, 
<DISPLAY>, <EMAIL> and <FTP> event occurs. Confi gure the buzzer 
output time, video pop-up time, email notifi cation and FTP notifi cation.
Click <APPLY> to save the changes.

R  For more information about the event notifi cation, refer to
  “Event Notifi cation”.

Alarm Sensor
Confi gure the settings of the alarm sensor and specify
the operation of the sensor if an event occurs.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about each of the alarm sensor actions,
  refer to “Alarm Sensor”. 

Motion Sensor
Set an action to execute when a motion is detected.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about how to set the motion sensor,
 refer to “Motion Sensor”.
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Video Loss
Select an action for <BUZZER>, <EMAIL> and <FTP> and determine what 
to do on the alarm output port if no video is received from a camera.
When done, click <APPLY> to save the changes.

R  For more information about how to set the video loss, refer to
 “Video Loss”.

System Event
Set which action to perform if an event related to the disk, recording, system 
or network happens.To notify the user of the event using the alarm output, 
buzzer, OSD pop-up, email and FTP.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

For more information about how to set the system event, refer
to “System Event”.
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RECORD SETUP
Record Setting
You can set the recording options for Automatic or Manual mode.

When done, click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about how to set each mode, refer to
 “Operation Mode”.

Continuous Recording
Confi gure the settings of: continuous recording time,
recording size, frame rate per second and quality.
Click <       > next to each item to display the list of values
available.

Use the Activation tab select the hours for each channel to record on. 
Click and drag the boxes. Click <APPLY > to apply your settings.

R  For more information about the continuous recording size and
 schedule, refer to “Continuous Recording”.
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Motion Recording
Set the <SIZE/FPS/QUALITY/AUDIO> and the <SCHEDULE> to apply if a 
motion event occurs.
Click <     > next to each item to display the list of values
available.

Use the Activation tab select the hours for each channel to record on. Click 
and drag the boxes.

R  For more information about the motion recording size and
 schedule, refer to “Motion Recording”.

Alarm Recording
Set the <SIZE/FPS/QUALITY/AUDIO> and the<SCHEDULE> to apply if an 
alarm is received. Click <      > next to each item to display the list of values
available.

Use the Activation tab select the hours for each channel to record on. Click 
and drag the boxes, and click <APPLY > to apply the changes.

R  For more information about the alarm recording size and schedule, refer  
 to “Alarm Recording”.
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Panic Recording
From the <PANIC RECORD> menu, set the resolution, FPS, quality and 
audio settings to your preference.
Click <      > next to each item to display the list of values available.
When you have completed the manual record settings, click <APPLY > to 
apply the changes.

R  For more information about the manual record settings, refer
 to “Panic Recording”.

Network Streaming
Select the maximum size of network streaming and video resolution for 
remote users and change the FPS.
Click <      > next to each item to display the list of values
available.
When done, click <APPLY > to apply the settings.

Information
Click the <INFORMATION > tab to check the model name of
the VHDIP as well as the web viewer version.
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OS  Minimum specifi cation  Recommended specifi cation

Android Phone Processor :800 MHz or higher

 Flash : 512 MB or higher

 RAM : 512 MB or higher

 SD Card : 4 GB or higher

 OS : 2.0 or higher

iPhone iPhone 3G,

 iPod touch 3rd Generation

 iPhone OS 3.1.3 or higher

Processor : 1 GHz or higher

Flash : 512 MB

RAM : 512 MB

SD Card : 16 GB or higher

OS : 2.1 or higher

iPhone 3GS or higher

iPhone OS 3.2 or higher

Concept Pro 
Viewer Specifi cation

You can use the Concept Pro Viewer App to monitor the network on a remote site and play the
monitoring video anytime anywhere

Minimum/ recommended specifi cation

 

To connect to VHDIP with Concept Pro Viewer
1. Select and run the Concept Pro Viewer app.

2. Press <      > in the top right corner of the NVR List to
select and add a site to the list

3. Enter the server name and press <Save>.

USING THE CONCEPT PRO VIEWER PRO ON IPHONE
How to download the iPhone-dedicated application
From your iPhone, access the App Store.
Enter “Concept Pro Viewer” in the search bar to fi nd it before downloading. Install the application on your iPhone.
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4. Provide the IP address, HTTP port number (Web service port on the 
VHDIP <NETWORK> <IP SETUP> and RTSP port number, and   
press <Save>.

5. Provide the access ID of the VHDIP as well as the password.

6. Specify the use of the Auto Login.

7.  PRESS <Save>.

8. Select the site that you added in the server List

9. Try to access the VHDIP.
 If connected successfully, you will see the screen as shown.
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Split Mode
1. Press any area on the screen.
 The main menu appears at the bottom of the screen.

2. Press <    > in the top left corner to switch to 1-split mode; click <     >  
 to switch to 4-split mode.

 R  swipe screen left or right to change the camera channel.

Using the Log View
1. From the main menu, press <      >.
 You can check the log of the data stored.

2. Select one from Alarm, Motion, Record, Etc. and press <        >.
 You will view the log of related items.
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Using the Search function
1. From the main menu, Press <     >.
 You can view the history of the data stored.

2.  Select a desired time and date.
 You can use the vertical time bar to specify the start time.

3.  Press <            > to play the video recorded at the specifi ed time.

4. Press any area to display the play bar with which you can
 control the playing direction and speed of the video.

Using the Setup function
From From the main menu, press <     >.
You will be connected to the web viewer site.

R  For details about each displayed item, refer to “Setup”.
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To connect to VHDIP with Concept Pro Viewer
1. Select and run the VXH264 Pro.

2. Use the Add button to select and add a site to the list.

3. Please enter a Name.

4. Provide the IP address, HTTP port number (Web service port on the  
 VHDIP <NETWORK> <IP SETUP> and RTSP port number, and   
 press<Save>.

5. Provide the access ID of the NVR as well as the password.

6. Select whether or not to save the ID and PW.

7. Press <Save>

8. Select the site that you added in the server List.
 Press and hold the connection button to display the pop-up window.

9. Select <Connect> and try to access.
 If connected successfully, you will see the screen as shown.

USING THE CONCEPT PRO VIEWER WITH ANDROID
How to download the iPhone-dedicated application
From your smart phone, access the Play Store.
Enter “Concept Pro Viewer” in the search bar to fi nd it before downloading. Install the application on your Smart Phone.
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Split Mode
1. Press any area on the screen.
 The main menu appears at the bottom of the screen.

2. Press <    > in the top left corner to switch to 1-split mode; click <    > to  
 switch to 4-split mode.

 R  Swipe the screen left or right to change camera channel. 

Using the Log View
1. From the main menu, press <     >.
 You can check the log of the data stored.

2. Select one from Alarm, Motion, Record, Etc. and press <       >.
 You will view the log of related items.
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Using the Search function
1. From the main menu, press <     >.
 You can view the video of the recording data.

2. Select a desired time and date.
 You can use the vertical time bar to specify the start time.

3. Press <             > to play the video recorded at the specifi ed time.

4. Press any area to display the play bar with which you can
 control the playing direction and speed of the video.

Using the Setup function
1. From the main menu, press <      >.
 You will be connected to the web viewer site.
 For details about each displayed item, refer to “Setup”.
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Viewing archived footage from a PC/Laptop
1. After footage has been archived from a VHDIP, it can be viewed on a PC/
laptop.
Insert the USB stick containing the archive in the PC and view the contents 
using windows explorer.
The following fi les are included in the backup folder:

 > Arch_info:  This fi le contains detailed information about the archive  
   set.  Double click to view it.

 > ch01:  An AVI video fi le containing the archive footage for a  
   single channel.  Depending in the archive, there will be  
   upto 16 AVI fi les listed.

 > Player:  This folder contains the playback software necessary to  
   view the archive fi les correctly.

 > Setup: Installs the Imm4 codec.  This is required if the user  
   chooses to playback archived fi les using windows   
   media player.

2. Run the Backup Player.

3. Click <      > in the bottom left corner to display the fi le browser. Select  
 the archived fi le to play.

4. Check the integrity of the archived fi le.

5. When done, the archived fi le will be played on the screen.
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No.  Name  Description

 1  Setup Confi gure the settings.

 Minimize, Full Screen  Minimize the Backup Player or expand window it to the full screen.

 Close  Close the Backup Player.

 2  Channel Information  Show the channel information and the video resolution.

 3  Video Time  Display the time of the current video image.

 4  Play Time  Display the current playback time.

 5  File Search  Open the fi le that you backed up.

 Capture  Capture the current screen.

 Print  Print out the current screen.

 6  Playback Control Control the playback direction and speed of the current video.

  For more information about how to use the playback control buttons, refer to “Using the play bar”.

 7  Split Mode  Switch to 1-/4-/8-/16-split screen mode.

 8  Audio Setting  Show the sound signal status and volume level.

 9  Play Bar  Display the current playback position in the video.

Backup Player At 
a Glance

9
8

3

2

4

1

65 7
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Snapshot
Click <      > to capture the current video image.

 > Selected Video : Capture the current viewing frame.

 > Screen : Captures the correct aspect ratio.

 > Format : Select a saving format. (BMP, JPG, PNG)

 > Path : Set the root folder to be saved on PC.

Settings
Click <       > to confi gure the Backup Player settings.
Check the version of the Backup Player.

 > Maintain image aspect ratio : Preserve the aspect ratio of the  
  image.
If this is not selected, the image will be adjusted to fi t the screen.

 > I-frame play. : Plays i-frames (key frames) of the video.

 > About : See information including the version.

Print Out
Click <       > Button to print out the image.
When the “Print” window appears, check the preview and
click <Print>.
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ITEM
CHANNELS

VIDEO

INPUT SIGNAL

MAIN MONITOR

MAIN MONITOR RESOLUTION

MOTION DETECTION 

AUDIO

INPUT SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL

MICROPHONE

CODEC

RECORDING

CODEC

REC. RATE

REC. RESOLUTION

ALARM I/0

ALARM INPUT

ALARM OUT

STORAGE

INTERNAL HDD

EXTERNAL STORAGE

INTERFACES

USB

RS- 485

RS-232

RJ45

REMOTE CONTROL

HUB

NEWORK

TOTAL PoE POWER 

MANAGEABLE by IPX

ADAPTOR

ETC

WATCHDOG

COOLING FAN

POWER

POWER SUPPLY

POWER CONSUMPTION

OPERATING

TEMPERATURE

VHDIPM-4
4ch

4x IP Camera (Max HD 1080p)

VGA or HD Display

1080p / 720p / SXGA

Yes (From IP Camera)

4CH (From IP Camera)

1CH

1CH

G.711

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

MAX. 25, FPS@1080p/

CH(Depend on IP Camera)

HD 1080p or HD 720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

4 CH (IP) + 2 CH (Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

4 CH (IP) + 1 RELAY(Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

2EA(SATA)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

2ports

1

1

4 (IP Camera, POE) + 1 (LAN) + 

1 (WAN)

YES

- 

- 

- 

- 

YES

1EA

12V adaptor + 48V adaptor

6W(12V, w/o HDD), 3W

 (48V, w/o camera)

0ºC ~ 40ºC(32ºF~104ºF)

VHDIPM-8
8ch

8x IP Camera (Max HD 1080p)

VGA or HD Display

1080p / 720p / SXGA

Yes (From IP Camera)

8CH (From IP Camera)

1CH

1CH

G.711

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

MAX. 25, FPS@1080p/

CH(Depend on IP Camera)

HD 1080p or HD 720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

8 CH (IP) + 2 CH (Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

8 CH (IP) + 1 RELAY(Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

2EA(SATA)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

2ports

1

1

8 (IP Camera, POE) + 1 (LAN) + 

1 (WAN)

YES

- 

- 

- 

- 

YES

1EA

12V adaptor + 48V adaptor

6W(12V, w/o HDD), 5W

 (48V, w/o camera)

0ºC ~ 40ºC(32ºF~104ºF)

VHDIPM-16
16ch (with 8CH HUB)

16x IP Camera (Max HD 1080p)

VGA or HD Display

1080p / 720p / SXGA

Yes (From IP Camera)

16CH (From IP Camera)

1CH

1CH

G.711

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

MAX. 25, FPS@1080p/

CH(Depend on IP Camera)

HD 1080p or HD 720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

16 CH (IP) + 2 CH (Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

16 CH (IP) + 1 RELAY(Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

2EA(SATA)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

2ports

1

1

16 (IP Camera, POE) + 1 (LAN) 

+ 1 (WAN)

YES

2GE + 8FE (PoE)

72W

ARM9 INTERIOR

48V, 96W 

YES

1EA

12V adaptor + 48V adaptor

6W(12V, w/o HDD), 5W

 (48V, w/o camera)

0ºC ~ 40ºC(32ºF~104ºF)
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ITEM
HUMIDITY

CHASSIS

DIMENSION

WEIGHT

CERTIFICATION

UL, CUL, FCC, CE

MONITORING

DISPLAY RATE

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

DISPLAY MODE

SEQUECE

DIGITAL ZOOM

COVERT

CAMERA COLOR CONTROL

CAMERA IMAGE CONTROL

AUDIO MONITORING

MICROPHONE

PTZ CAMERA SUPPORT

RECORD

VIDEO COMPRESSION

AUDIO COMPRESSION

RECORDING RESOLUTION

RECORDING RATE

SCHEDULE METHOD

PROGRAMMABLE FOR CH

RECORD TIME LIMIT

POST- EVENT RECORDING

EVENT RECORDING

INTENSIVE RECORDING

PRE- EVENT RECORDING

PANIC RECORDING

EVENT LOGGING

SYSTEM LOGGING

SETUP LOGGING

REMOTE LOGGING

VHDIPM-4
10 ~ 90% NC

1U(305 x 298 x 44)

-

FCC, CE, C- Tick

HD1080p 100fps(Realtime)

1080p / 720p / SXGA

1,4

Programmable Sequence

YES

YES

YES (CONTRAST, HUE, 

TINY, BRIGHTNESS) 

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (WHITE BALANCE, 

EXPOSURE, FLICKERLESS)

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (From IP Camera)

YES (MIC to IP Camera)

YES (IP, RS485)

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

G.711

HD 1080p or HD720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

MAX. 25 FPS@1080p/CH

DAILY/WEEKLY EACH HOUR

YES

YES

5/10/15/20/30/60/180 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION / ALARM)

0/1/2/3/4/5/10/15 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION,ALARM,

PANIC, VLOSS) 

YES (SYSTEM ON/OFF, TIME 

CHANGED, HDD/EMAIL 

OPERATIONS, SYSYEM 

OPERATIONS) 

YES (SETUP CHANGED)

YES(WHO, IP ADDRESS,

 REMOTE OPERATIONS)

VHDIPM-8
10 ~ 90% NC

1U(305 x 298 x 44)

-

FCC, CE, C- Tick

HD1080p 100fps or 

640x360 200fps

1080p / 720p / SXGA

1,4,6,8,9

Programmable Sequence

YES

YES

YES (CONTRAST, HUE, 

TINY, BRIGHTNESS) 

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (WHITE BALANCE, 

EXPOSURE, FLICKERLESS)

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (From IP Camera)

YES (MIC to IP Camera)

YES (IP, RS485)

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

G.711

HD 1080p or HD720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

MAX. 25 FPS@1080p/CH

DAILY/WEEKLY EACH HOUR

YES

YES

5/10/15/20/30/60/180 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION / ALARM)

0/1/2/3/4/5/10/15 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION,ALARM,

PANIC, VLOSS) 

YES (SYSTEM ON/OFF, TIME 

CHANGED, HDD/EMAIL 

OPERATIONS, SYSYEM 

OPERATIONS) 

YES (SETUP CHANGED)

YES(WHO, IP ADDRESS, 

REMOTE OPERATIONS)

VHDIPM-16
10 ~ 90% NC

1U(305 x 298 x 44)

-

FCC, CE, C- Tick

HD1080p 100fps or 

640x360 400fps (Realtime)

1080p / 720p / SXGA

1,4,6,8,9,16

Programmable Sequence

YES

YES

YES (CONTRAST, HUE, 

TINY, BRIGHTNESS) 

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (WHITE BALANCE, 

EXPOSURE, FLICKERLESS)

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (From IP Camera)

YES (MIC to IP Camera)

YES (IP, RS485)

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

G.711

HD 1080p or HD720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

MAX. 25 FPS@1080p/CH

DAILY/WEEKLY EACH HOUR

YES

YES

5/10/15/20/30/60/180 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION / ALARM)

0/1/2/3/4/5/10/15 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION,ALARM,

PANIC, VLOSS) 

YES (SYSTEM ON/OFF, TIME 

CHANGED, HDD/EMAIL 

OPERATIONS, SYSYEM 

OPERATIONS) 

YES (SETUP CHANGED)

YES(WHO, IP ADDRESS, 

REMOTE OPERATIONS)
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ITEM
SEARCH & PLAYBACK

DISPLAY MODE

PLAYBACK RATE

PLAYBACK SPEED 

CALENDAR SEARCH

EVENT SEARCH

THUMBNAIL SEARCH

BOOKMARK SEARCH

INSTANT PLAYBACK

PLAYBACK ZOOM

SNAPSHOT

ARCHIVING

ARCHIVING DEVICES

REMOTE ARCHIVING

SNAPSHOT ARCHIVING

DATA RESERVING

RESERVED DATA

LIST MANAGEMENT

BACKUP DATA FORMAT

WARTERMARK

WARTERMARK VARIFICATION

ARCHIVED DATA PLAYBACK

NETWORK

MAX. CONNECTIONS

DHCP

HTTPS

SSL

DDNS

TRANSMISSTION RATE

BANDWIDTH CONTROL

WEB BROWER ACCESS

REMOTE MONITORING

REMOTE PLAYBACK

REMOTE ARCHIVING

REMOTE HEALTH CHECK

VMS SUPPORT

ONVIF CAMERA SUPPORT

VIDEO SERVER SUPPORT

TWO- WAY AUDIO

PC BASED REMOTE AGENT

SMART PHONE APPLICATION

WEB BASED REMOTE AGENT

SDK

IP FILTERING

VHDIPM-4

1/4

Up to 100FPS

x1, x2, x4, x16, x32, x64

YES(2008/1/1 – 2035/12/31)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (JPEG)

USB Memory, FTP

YES(WEB RA, VMS, FTP)

YES

YES

YES

AVI, RAW

MD5

YES

YES

10 USERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

MAX 100 fps 

(Depend on IP Camera)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (Profi le- S)

YES

YES

YES (Windows, Mac)

YES (iOS, Android)

YES (WINDOWS®)

YES (HTTP, RTSP Protocol Base)

YES

VHDIPM-8

1,4,9

Up to 200FPS

x1, x2, x4, x16, x32, x64

YES(2008/1/1 – 2035/12/31)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (JPEG)

USB Memory, FTP

YES(WEB RA, VMS, FTP)

YES

YES

YES

AVI, RAW

MD5

YES

YES

10 USERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

MAX 200 fps 

(Depend on IP Camera)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (Profi le- S)

YES

YES

YES (Windows, Mac)

YES (iOS, Android)

YES (WINDOWS®)

YES (HTTP, RTSP Protocol Base)

YES

VHDIPM-16

1,4,9,16

Up to 400FPS

x1, x2, x4, x16, x32, x64

YES(2008/1/1 – 2035/12/31)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (JPEG)

USB Memory, FTP

YES(WEB RA, VMS, FTP)

YES

YES

YES

AVI, RAW

MD5

YES

YES

10 USERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

MAX 400 fps 

(Depend on IP Camera)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (Profi le- S)

YES

YES

YES (Windows, Mac)

YES (iOS, Android)

YES (WINDOWS®)

YES (HTTP, RTSP Protocol Base)

YES
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ITEM
AUTO ROUTER 

PORT FORWARDING

DUAL STREAMING

FTP CLIENT

E- MAIL

AUTHORITY CONTROL

AUTO IP CAM INSTALLATION

(PLUG AND DISPLAY)

PROTOCOLS

WIFI

EVENT & ACTIONS

ALARM OUT

EVENT NOTIFICATION

VIDEO POPUP

ALARM SENSOR EVENT

VIDEO LOSS EVENT

MOTION DETECTION EVENT

MOTION SENSOR AREA

DISK EVENT

SYSTEM EVENT

NETWORK EVENT

STORAGE

DISK S.M.A.R.T CHECK

EXTERNAL STORAGE

AUTO DISK RECOVERY

DELETING PARTIAL DATA

USER

GROUP AUTHORITY

SYSTEM

NETWORK TIME SYNC

AUTO TIME SYNC

DST

F/W UPGRADE

SETUP IMPORT/EXPORT

AUTO LOGOUT

INTERFACE DEVICE

IR REMOTE CONTROLLER

KEYBOARD CONTROLLER

MOUSE

ETC

BACKUP VIEWER

LANGUAGE

VHDIPM-4
YES

YES

YES (For ARCHIVING)

YES(SMTP CLIENT)

ADMIN/MANAGER/USER

YES

WS- Discovery, RTP, RTSP, RTCP,

S MTP, NTP, HTTP, FTP,

 DDNS, DHCP, uPNP (Router Port 

Forwading), HTTPS, SSL

- 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

DEPEND ON IP CAMERA

YES

YES

YES

YES (DEPEND ON HDD SPEC)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

YES

YES

YES (ADMIN/MANAGER/USER )

YES

YES

YES

YES (USB / NETWORK)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES(MultiChannel Playback 

Support )

MULTI- LANGUAGE

VHDIPM-8
YES

YES

YES (For ARCHIVING)

YES(SMTP CLIENT)

ADMIN/MANAGER/USER

YES

WS- Discovery, RTP, RTSP, RTCP,

S MTP, NTP, HTTP, FTP,

 DDNS, DHCP, uPNP (Router Port 

Forwading), HTTPS, SSL

- 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

DEPEND ON IP CAMERA

YES

YES

YES

YES (DEPEND ON HDD SPEC)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

YES

YES

YES (ADMIN/MANAGER/USER )

YES

YES

YES

YES (USB / NETWORK)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES(MultiChannel Playback 

Support )

MULTI- LANGUAGE

VHDIPM-16
YES

YES

YES (For ARCHIVING)

YES(SMTP CLIENT)

ADMIN/MANAGER/USER

YES

WS- Discovery, RTP, RTSP, RTCP,

S MTP, NTP, HTTP, FTP,

 DDNS, DHCP, uPNP (Router Port 

Forwading), HTTPS, SSL

- 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

DEPEND ON IP CAMERA

YES

YES

YES

YES (DEPEND ON HDD SPEC)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

YES

YES

YES (ADMIN/MANAGER/USER )

YES

YES

YES

YES (USB / NETWORK)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES(MultiChannel Playback 

Support )

MULTI- LANGUAGE
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ITEM
CHANNELS

VIDEO

INPUT SIGNAL

MAIN MONITOR

MAIN MONITOR RESOLUTION

MOTION DETECTION 

AUDIO

INPUT SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL

MICROPHONE

CODEC

RECORDING

CODEC

REC. RATE

REC. RESOLUTION

ALARM I/0

ALARM INPUT

ALARM OUT

STORAGE

INTERNAL HDD

EXTERNAL STORAGE

INTERFACES

USB

RS- 485

RS-232

RJ45

REMOTE CONTROL

HUB

NEWORK

TOTAL PoE POWER 

MANAGEABLE by IPX

ADAPTOR

ETC

WATCHDOG

COOLING FAN

POWER

POWER SUPPLY

POWER CONSUMPTION

OPERATING

TEMPERATURE

VHDIP-8
8ch

8x IP Camera (Max HD 1080p)

VGA or HD Display

1080p / 720p / SXGA

Yes (From IP Camera)

8CH (From IP Camera)

1CH

1CH

G.711

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

MAX. 25, FPS@1080p/CH(Depend 

on IP Camera)

HD 1080p or HD 720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

8 CH (IP) + 2 CH (Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

8 CH (IP) + 1 RELAY(Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

5EA

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

3ports

1

1

8 (IP Camera, POE(802.3at)) 

+ 1 (LAN) + 1 (WAN)

YES

- 

- 

- 

- 

YES

1EA

SMPS 12V 100W +SMPS 52V 100W

15W max. without HDD

0ºC ~ 40ºC(32ºF~104ºF)

VHDIP-16
16ch

16x IP Camera (Max HD 1080p)

VGA or HD Display

1080p / 720p / SXGA

Yes (From IP Camera)

16CH (From IP Camera)

1CH

1CH

G.711

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

MAX. 25, FPS@1080p/CH(Depend 

on IP Camera)

HD 1080p or HD 720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

16 CH (IP) + 2 CH (Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

16 CH (IP) + 1 RELAY(Internal) 

(Depend on IP Camera)

5EA

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

3ports

1

1

16 (IP Camera, POE(802.3at))

 + 1 (LAN) + 1 (WAN)

YES

2GE + 8FE (PoE)

72W

ARM9 INTERIOR

48V, 96W 

YES

1EA

SMPS 12V 100W +SMPS 52V 100W

15W max. without HDD

0ºC ~ 40ºC(32ºF~104ºF)
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ITEM
HUMIDITY

CHASSIS

DIMENSION

WEIGHT

CERTIFICATION

UL, CUL, FCC, CE

MONITORING

DISPLAY RATE

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

DISPLAY MODE

SEQUECE

DIGITAL ZOOM

COVERT

CAMERA COLOR CONTROL

CAMERA IMAGE CONTROL

AUDIO MONITORING

MICROPHONE

PTZ CAMERA SUPPORT

RECORD

VIDEO COMPRESSION

AUDIO COMPRESSION

RECORDING RESOLUTION

RECORDING RATE

SCHEDULE METHOD

PROGRAMMABLE FOR CH

RECORD TIME LIMIT

POST- EVENT RECORDING

EVENT RECORDING

INTENSIVE RECORDING

PRE- EVENT RECORDING

PANIC RECORDING

EVENT LOGGING

SYSTEM LOGGING

SETUP LOGGING

REMOTE LOGGING

VHDIP-8
10 ~ 90% NC

2U(430 x 367 x 88.4)

-

UL,cUL, FCC, CE, KC, C- Tick

HD1080p 200fps (Realtime)

1080p / 720p / SXGA

1,4,6,8,9

Programmable Sequence

YES

YES

YES (CONTRAST, HUE, 

TINY, BRIGHTNESS) 

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (WHITE BALANCE, 

EXPOSURE, FLICKERLESS)

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (From IP Camera)

YES (MIC to IP Camera)

YES (IP, RS485)

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

G.711

HD 1080p or HD720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

MAX. 25 FPS@1080p/CH

DAILY/WEEKLY EACH HOUR

YES

YES

5/10/15/20/30/60/180 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION / ALARM)

0/1/2/3/4/5/10/15 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION,ALARM,

PANIC, VLOSS) 

YES (SYSTEM ON/OFF, TIME 

CHANGED, HDD/EMAIL 

OPERATIONS, SYSYEM 

OPERATIONS) 

YES (SETUP CHANGED)

YES(WHO, IP ADDRESS, 

REMOTE OPERATIONS)

VHDIP-16
10 ~ 90% NC

2U(430 x 367 x 88.4)

-

UL,cUL, FCC, CE, KC, C- Tick

HD1080p 400fps (Realtime)

1080p / 720p / SXGA

1,4,6,8,9,16

Programmable Sequence

YES

YES

YES (CONTRAST, HUE, 

TINY, BRIGHTNESS) 

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (WHITE BALANCE, 

EXPOSURE, FLICKERLESS)

(With Compatible IP Camera)

YES (From IP Camera)

YES (MIC to IP Camera)

YES (IP, RS485)

H.264(BP,MP,HP)

G.711

HD 1080p or HD720p, 640x360 

(Depend on IP Camera)

MAX. 25 FPS@1080p/CH

DAILY/WEEKLY EACH HOUR

YES

YES

5/10/15/20/30/60/180 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION / ALARM)

0/1/2/3/4/5/10/15 SEC

YES

YES (MOTION,ALARM,

PANIC, VLOSS) 

YES (SYSTEM ON/OFF, TIME 

CHANGED, HDD/EMAIL 

OPERATIONS, SYSYEM 

OPERATIONS) 

YES (SETUP CHANGED)

YES(WHO, IP ADDRESS, 

REMOTE OPERATIONS)
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ITEM
SEARCH & PLAYBACK

DISPLAY MODE

PLAYBACK RATE

PLAYBACK SPEED 

CALENDAR SEARCH

EVENT SEARCH

THUMBNAIL SEARCH

BOOKMARK SEARCH

INSTANT PLAYBACK

PLAYBACK ZOOM

SNAPSHOT

ARCHIVING

ARCHIVING DEVICES

REMOTE ARCHIVING

SNAPSHOT ARCHIVING

DATA RESERVING

RESERVED DATA

LIST MANAGEMENT

BACKUP DATA FORMAT

WARTERMARK

WARTERMARK VARIFICATION

ARCHIVED DATA PLAYBACK

NETWORK

MAX. CONNECTIONS

DHCP

HTTPS

SSL

DDNS

TRANSMISSTION RATE

BANDWIDTH CONTROL

WEB BROWER ACCESS

REMOTE MONITORING

REMOTE PLAYBACK

REMOTE ARCHIVING

REMOTE HEALTH CHECK

VMS SUPPORT

ONVIF CAMERA SUPPORT

VIDEO SERVER SUPPORT

TWO- WAY AUDIO

PC BASED REMOTE AGENT

SMART PHONE APPLICATION

WEB BASED REMOTE AGENT

SDK

IP FILTERING

VHDIP-8

1,4,9

Up to 200FPS

x1, x2, x4, x16, x32, x64

YES(2008/1/1 – 2035/12/31)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (JPEG)

USB Memory, FTP

YES(WEB RA, VMS, FTP)

YES

YES

YES

AVI, RAW

MD5

YES

YES

10 USERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

MAX 200 fps 

(Depend on IP Camera)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (Profi le- S)

YES

YES

YES (Windows, Mac)

YES (iOS, Android)

YES (WINDOWS®)

YES (HTTP, RTSP Protocol Base)

YES

VHDIP-16

1,4,9,16

Up to 400FPS

x1, x2, x4, x16, x32, x64

YES(2008/1/1 – 2035/12/31)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (JPEG)

USB Memory, FTP

YES(WEB RA, VMS, FTP)

YES

YES

YES

AVI, RAW

MD5

YES

YES

10 USERS

YES

YES

YES

YES

MAX 400 fps 

(Depend on IP Camera)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES (Profi le- S)

YES

YES

YES (Windows, Mac)

YES (iOS, Android)

YES (WINDOWS®)

YES (HTTP, RTSP Protocol Base)

YES
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ITEM
AUTO ROUTER 

PORT FORWARDING

DUAL STREAMING

FTP CLIENT

E- MAIL

AUTHORITY CONTROL

AUTO IP CAM INSTALLATION

(PLUG AND DISPLAY)

PROTOCOLS

WIFI

EVENT & ACTIONS

ALARM OUT

EVENT NOTIFICATION

VIDEO POPUP

ALARM SENSOR EVENT

VIDEO LOSS EVENT

MOTION DETECTION EVENT

MOTION SENSOR AREA

DISK EVENT

SYSTEM EVENT

NETWORK EVENT

STORAGE

DISK S.M.A.R.T CHECK

EXTERNAL STORAGE

AUTO DISK RECOVERY

DELETING PARTIAL DATA

USER

GROUP AUTHORITY

SYSTEM

NETWORK TIME SYNC

AUTO TIME SYNC

DST

F/W UPGRADE

SETUP IMPORT/EXPORT

AUTO LOGOUT

INTERFACE DEVICE

IR REMOTE CONTROLLER

KEYBOARD CONTROLLER

MOUSE

ETC

BACKUP VIEWER

LANGUAGE

VHDIP-8
YES

YES

YES (For ARCHIVING)

YES(SMTP CLIENT)

ADMIN/MANAGER/USER

YES

WS- Discovery, RTP, RTSP, RTCP,

S MTP, NTP, HTTP, FTP,

 DDNS, DHCP, uPNP (Router Port 

Forwading), HTTPS, SSL

- 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

DEPEND ON IP CAMERA

YES

YES

YES

YES (DEPEND ON HDD SPEC)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

YES

YES

YES (ADMIN/MANAGER/USER )

YES

YES

YES

YES (USB / NETWORK)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES(MultiChannel Playback 

Support )

MULTI- LANGUAGE

VHDIP-16
YES

YES

YES (For ARCHIVING)

YES(SMTP CLIENT)

ADMIN/MANAGER/USER

YES

WS- Discovery, RTP, RTSP, RTCP,

S MTP, NTP, HTTP, FTP,

 DDNS, DHCP, uPNP (Router Port 

Forwading), HTTPS, SSL

- 

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

DEPEND ON IP CAMERA

YES

YES

YES

YES (DEPEND ON HDD SPEC)

YES (eSATA, NAS (for Backup)

YES

YES

YES (ADMIN/MANAGER/USER )

YES

YES

YES

YES (USB / NETWORK)

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES(MultiChannel Playback 

Support )

MULTI- LANGUAGE
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Expander Hub

305

10
5

38

For use with the 16 channel NVR’s. Adds the additional 8 ports for camera.
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Problem

The system does not power on and there 

are no LED’s on.

The unit continuously reboots.

The front LED is lit, but nothing is 

displayed on the screen.

The sides of the video image are 

displayed incomplete.

The camera is connected but no image is 

displayed.

It fails to connect to the web or mobile 

application.

I can access the web or mobile 

application but still no video image is 

displayed.

Action

  Make sure that the rear switch is turned on

  Make sure that the system gets supplied with power properly.

  Check the input voltage.

  Check if the system fan is working correctly <MENU> <SYSTEM SETUP>    

 <EVENT> <SYSTEM EVENT > <SYSTEM(TAB)> <FAN FAIL EVENT>

 If it fails, contact your supplier.

  Check if your monitor supports the 1080p HDMI input.

  Make sure that the monitor input source is set to HDMI.

  If using the HDMI-to-DVI cable for the connection, ensure that the input source is  

 set to DVI.

  Make sure that the system gets supplied with power properly.

  Check the input voltage.

  If the monitor is over-scanning the video, the sides may be hidden.

 If this is the case, check the menu setting within the OSD of the monitor.

  Make sure that the IP camera is compatible with the VHDIP. 

  Check if the camera supports PoE. If your camera is not compatible with    

 the PoE protocols, use a local power source for the camera.

  Check if the total power consumption of the cameras exceeds the rated

 capacity of the VHDIP recorder. If the total exceeds the rated capacity,    

 the unit may not play the video or it may fail to operate.

 If this is the case, use a separate power source for the camera.

  Check if the network cable is properly connected to the WAN(UP Link)    

 port of the VHDIP recorder.

  Check the port forwarding of the router.

  If you cannot get access with the DDNS address, use the IP address of    

 the VHDIP instead.

 If the VHDIP is connected to the router, use the IP address of the VHDIP.

 You can check the IP address of the router in <NETWORK STATUS> -

 <EXTERNAL IP ADDRESS>. 

  Check that the RTSP service port is correctly port forwarded.

  This may happen when the communications provider or network administrator

 has blocked RTSP port of the VHDIP.

 Change the RTSP port and HTTP port numbers to diff erent ones and set the

 port forwarding again.

  Try to access the web or mobile application using the new port numbers
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To connect to the VHDIP Locally
Press <NETWORK STATUS> on the menu bar from the Live Display screen.
The table at the bottom of this screen will display the local and external IP address.
Enter the local IP address into iPIMS or Internet Explorer.

To connect to the VHDIP from an external network
The router will need to be confi gured via port forwarding the RTSP and web service port the VHDIP is
transmitting on. Default: 5554 and 8080.
If you are unfamiliar with this process please contact the router provider or go to
www.portforward.com, this website is a directory of all the routers in the market place and provides step by
step instructions to port forward the router.
Auto Port Forwarding
Alternatively, if the router supports UPnP the DVR is able to conduct the port forwarding on your behalf and will keep it updated.
To use this service confi rm that the router supports UPnP and then go to <NETWORK> <IP SETUP>. From here press the Auto Port
Forwarding button next to the port that require port forwarding.

NOTE: Both RTSP and Web Service (HTTP) ports need to be forwarded to gain access from an external network.

Network Status Appendix E
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The software included in this product contains copyrighted software that is licensed under the GPL/LGPL.

~  GPL Software : linux kernel, busybox, cdrtools, dvd+rw-tools, smartctl, uboot, bash, udev, sysklogd
~  LGPL Software : glibc, vmstat, glib, gtk, libESMTP, iconv, gstreamer, pango,
~  OpenSSL License : OpenSSL

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991
Copyright  (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation,  Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom 
to share and change free software to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation’s software and to any 
other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to 
your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free 
software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that
you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain 
responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive 
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps:
(1) copyright  the software,  and (2) off er you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modifi ed by 
someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not refl ect on the original authors’ 
reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in eff ect 
making the program
proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all. The precise terms and conditions for copying, 
distribution and modifi cation follow.

TERMS AND  CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND  MODIFICATION

Version 2, June 1991
Copyright  (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation,  Inc.
51 Franklin S

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public 
License. The “Program”, below, refers to any such program or work, and a “work based on the Program” means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that 
is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifi cations and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without 
limitation in the term “modifi cation”.) Each licensee is addressed as “you”.
 Activities other than copying, distribution and modifi cation are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output 
from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on
what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each 
copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients 
of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option off er warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifi cations or work under the 
terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a)  You must cause the modifi ed fi les to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the fi les and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge 
to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c)  If the modifi ed program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or 
display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute 
the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an 
announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modifi ed work as a whole. If identifi able sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and 
separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections 
as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire 
whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of 
derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium 
does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you 
also do one of the following:
a)  Accompany  it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily 
used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written off er, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete 
machine- readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c)  Accompany it with the information you received as to the off er to distribute corresponding  source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if 
you received the program in object code or executable form with such an off er, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifi cations to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all 
modules it contains, plus any associated interface defi nition fi les, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the 
source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating 
system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution  of executable or object code is made by off ering access to copy from a designated place, then off ering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place 
counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the 
Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their 
licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. 
These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your 
acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify 
the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for 
enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by 
court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy 
simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent 
license would not permit
royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to 
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to 
apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of 
protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of 
software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or
she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program 
under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In 
such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present 
version, but may diff er in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifi es a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of 
following the terms and conditions either
of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever 
published by the Free Software Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are diff erent, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which 
is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of 
preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT 
WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN
WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY 
AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR 
CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/
OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR 
LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

how to apply these terms to your new Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute 
and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source fi le to most eff ectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each fi le 
should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
one line to give the program’s name and an idea of what it does. Copyright  (C) yyyy name of author

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 
2 of the License, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51
Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,  USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail. If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright  (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type ‘show w’. This is free software, and you are 
welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type ‘show c’ for details.
The hypothetical commands ‘show w’ and ‘show c’ should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something 
other than ‘show w’ and ‘show c’; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer” for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the 
names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James
Hacker.
signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989 Ty Coon, President of Vice This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a 
subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is
what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/> Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.
The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is 
intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the 
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free 
software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you
can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies 
of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that 
they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright  on the software,  and (2) off er you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute 
and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users’ and authors’ sake, the GPL requires that modifi ed 
versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modifi ed versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do
so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users’ freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for 
individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems 
arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in 
those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it eff ectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents
cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modifi cation follow.

TERMS AND  CONDITIONS

0. defi nitions.
“This License” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as “you”. “Licensees” and “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.

To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called 
a “modifi ed version” of the earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.

A “covered work” means either the unmodifi ed Program or a work based on the Program.

To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except 
executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modifi cation), making available to the public, and in some countries 
other activities as well.

To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of 
a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate  copyright  
notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how 
to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

1. Source code.
The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifi cations to it. “Object code” means any non-source form of a work.

A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an offi  cial standard defi ned by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specifi ed for a particular programming 
language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The “System Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole,  that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which 
is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is 
available to the public in source code form. A “Major Component”, in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on)
of the specifi c operating  system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the 
work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are 
used unmodifi ed in performing those activities but which are not part of the
work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface defi nition fi les associated with source fi les for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked 
subprograms that the work is specifi cally designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control fl ow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.
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2. basic Permissions.
All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affi  rms 
your unlimited permission to run the unmodifi ed Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered 
work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to 
others for the sole purpose of having them make modifi cations exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this 
License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your 
direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users’ legal Rights From anti-circumvention law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an eff ective technological measure under any applicable law fulfi lling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 
December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is eff ected by exercising rights under 
this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modifi cation of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work’s
users, your or third parties’ legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.
 
4. conveying verbatim copies.
You may convey verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an 
appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of 
the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may off er support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. conveying Modifi ed Source versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifi cations to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also 
meet all of these conditions:

a)  The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modifi ed it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifi es the requirement in section 
4 to “keep intact all notices”.
c)  You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable 
section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but 
it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal 
Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such 
as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access 
or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts 
of the aggregate.

6. conveying non-Source Forms.
You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms 
of this License, in one of these ways:

a)  Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fi xed on a durable physical 
medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written off er, valid for at least three years and valid for 
as long as you off er spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the 
software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of 
physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
c)  Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written off er to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, 
and only if you received the object code with such an off er, in accord with subsection 6b.
 
d) Convey the object code by off ering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and off er equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through 
the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network 
server, the Corresponding
Source may be on a diff erent server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying 
where to fi nd the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts
the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e)  Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being off ered to the 
general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A “User Product”  is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything 
designed  or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular 
product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which 
the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, 
industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only signifi cant mode of use of the product.

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modifi ed versions of a covered 
work in that User Product from a modifi ed version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffi  ce to ensure that the continued functioning of the modifi ed object code is in 
no case prevented or interfered with solely because modifi cation has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifi cally for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of 
possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fi xed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source 
conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not
apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modifi ed object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modifi ed or 
installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modifi ed or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modifi cation itself materially and adversely 
aff ects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation 
available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.
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7. additional terms.
“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to 
the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the 
Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to 
require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can 
give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of 
this License with terms:

a)  Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability diff erently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specifi ed reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c)  Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modifi ed versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as diff erent from the original version; or
d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
e)  Declining  to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
f)   Requiring indemnifi cation  of licensors and authors of that material
by anyone who conveys the material (or modifi ed versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly 
impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice 
stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits 
relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not 
survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source fi les, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those fi les, or a notice 
indicating where to fi nd the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically 
terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and 
fi nally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifi es you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the fi rst time 
you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been 
terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

9. acceptance not Required for having copies.
You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using 
peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered 
work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. automatic licensing of downstream Recipients.
Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are 
not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation 
of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s 
predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the 
predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable eff orts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affi  rmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other 
charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed 
by making, using, selling, off ering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.
A “contributor”  is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor’s  
“contributor version”.

A contributor’s  “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some 
manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modifi cation of 
the contributor version. For purposes of this defi nition, “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor’s  essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, off er for sale, import and 
otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to 
practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the 
terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or 
(2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefi t of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the 
patent license to downstream recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your 
recipient’s use of the
covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifi able patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of 
the parties receiving the covered
work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specifi c copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the 
covered work and works based on it.
A patent license is “discriminatory”  if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non- exercise of one or more of the 
rights that are specifi cally granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing 
software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties 
who would receive the covered work
from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection 
with specifi c products  or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent 
law.

12. no Surrender of others’ Freedom.
If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this 
License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may 
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could 
satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the gnU aff ero general Public license.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Aff ero General Public 
License into a single combined work,
and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements
of the GNU Aff ero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised versions of this license.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present 
version, but may diff er in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifi es that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, 
you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not 
specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifi es that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version 
permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or diff erent permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing 
to follow a later version.
 
15. disclaimer of warranty.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT 
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE 
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE
COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. limitation of liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR 
CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES 
SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO
OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal eff ect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely 
approximates an absolute waiver of all
civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

gnU leSSeR geneRal PUblic licenSe

Version 2.1, February 1999
Copyright  (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation,  Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the fi rst released version of the Lesser GPL.
It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version
2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom 
to share and change free software to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors 
who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you fi rst think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any 
particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies 
of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain 
responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive 
or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object fi les to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making 
changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright  the library, and (2) we off er you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the 
library.
To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modifi ed by someone else and passed on, the recipients 
should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author’s reputation will not be aff ected by problems that might be introduced by others.
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot eff ectively restrict the users of a free program 
by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use 
specifi ed in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain 
designated libraries, and is quite diff erent from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free 
programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. 
The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fi ts its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria 
for linking other code with the library.
We call this license the “Lesser” General Public License because it does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free 
software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. 
However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent 
case is that a free library does the same
job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the 
GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.
Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users’ freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the 
wherewithal to run that program using a modifi ed version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modifi cation follow. Pay close attention to the diff erence between a “work based on the library” and a “work that uses 
the library”. The former contains code
derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

TERMS AND  CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND  MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be 
distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called “this License”). Each licensee is addressed as “you”.
A “library” means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to 
form executables.

The “Library”, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A “work based on the Library” means either the Library or any derivative 
work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifi cations and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. 
(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modifi cation”.)
“Source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifi cations to it. For a library, complete source code means all the
source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface defi nition fi les, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modifi cation are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, 
and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true 
depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on 
each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of 
this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option off er warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifi cations or work under the 
terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a)  The modifi ed work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the fi les modifi ed to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the fi les and the date of any change.
c)  You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modifi ed Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the 
facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith eff ort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs 
whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defi ned independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any 
application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modifi ed work as a whole. If identifi able sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and 
separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections 
as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire 
whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of 
derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not 
bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer 
to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General 
Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent  copies and derivative works made from 
that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that 
you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily 
used for software interchange.
If distribution  of object code is made by off ering access to copy from a designated place, then off ering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfi es the 
requirement to distribute the source
code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a “work that uses the 
Library”. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a “work that uses the Library” with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a “work 
that uses the library”. The executable is
therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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When a “work that uses the Library” uses material from a header fi le that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work
of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially signifi cant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold 
for this to be true is not precisely defi ned by law.
If such an object fi le uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the 
object fi le is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under 
Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and 
distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modifi cation of the work for the customer’s own use and reverse engineering for debugging such 
modifi cations.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this 
License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright
notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a)  Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine- readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be 
distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine readable “work that uses the Library”, as object code 
and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modifi ed executable containing the modifi ed Library. (It is understood that the user who 
changes the contents of defi nitions fi les in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modifi ed defi nitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.
A suitable mechanism  is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user’s computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable,  
and (2) will operate properly with a modifi ed version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modifi ed version is interface-compatible  with the version that the work was 
made with.
c)  Accompany the work with a written off er, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specifi ed in Subsection
6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution  of the work is made by off ering access to copy from a designated place, off er equivalent access to copy the above specifi ed materials from the same place.
e)  Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the “work that uses the Library” must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a 
special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, 
and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means 
you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side- by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute 
such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do 
these two things:
a)  Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the 
Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to fi nd the accompanying uncombined form of the 
same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link 
with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License 
will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. 
These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your 
acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or 
modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible 
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by 
court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy 
simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license 
would not permit royalty free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License 
would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended 
to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of 
protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices.
Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the 
author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under 
this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such 
case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the 
present version, but may diff er in
detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifi es a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of 
following the terms and conditions either
of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published 
by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For 
software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the
two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE
IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/
OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH 
YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR 
REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES 
SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
 
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

how to apply these terms to your new libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You 
can do so by permitting redistribution
under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General
Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source fi le to most eff ectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each 
fi le should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is found. one line to give the library’s name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright  (C) year name of author

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either 
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, 
Boston, MA 02110-1301
USA Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer” for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library ‘Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990 Ty Coon, President of Vice.

openSSl licenSe

Copyright  (c) 1998-2006  The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifi cation, are permitted provided that the 
following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided 
with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment: “This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project 
for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http:// www.openssl.org/)”
4. The names “OpenSSL Toolkit” and “OpenSSL Project” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written 
permission, please contact openssl- core@openssl.org.
5. Products derived from this software may not be called “OpenSSL” nor may “OpenSSL” appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.
6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment: “This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL 
Toolkit (http://www.openssl. org/)”
 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ‘‘AS IS’’ AND ANY EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) 
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric
Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

original SSleay license

Copyright  (C) 1995-1998  Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) All rights reserved. This package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). The implementation 
was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL. This library is free for commercial and non- commercial use as long as the following conditions are aheared to. The following 
conditions apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation included with this distribution is 
covered by the same copyright terms except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
Copyright remains Eric Young’s, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed.
If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution as the author of the parts of the library used. This can be in the form of a textual message at program 
startup or in documentation  (online or textual) provided with the package.Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifi cation, are permitted provided that 
the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided 
with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement: “This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric 
Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)” The word ‘cryptographic’  can be left out if the rouines from the library being used are not cryptographic related :-).
4. If you include any Windows specifi c code (or a derivative thereof) from the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement: “This product includes software 
written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)”

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ‘‘AS IS’’ AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; 
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under another 
distribution licence [including the GNU Public Licence.
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